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The revolutionary .338 Norma Magnum Lightweight Medium Machine (LWMMG)
gives warfighters a distinct advantage in extended and close-in fighting.
Eliminating the gap between 7.62mm and .50 caliber weapons, the LWMMG offers
unmatched accuracy and lethality while extending the battlespace out to 2,000 meters.
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SPECIFICATIONS

PISTOLS
This section covers military pistols that are currently in production or in development
around the world.
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and weapon name. The specifications
are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained by contacting these
companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: Soldiers fire M9 pistols during a weapons qualification event for the German Armed Forces Proficiency Badge at Camp
Bondsteel, Kosovo. (Photo: US Army)
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PISTOLS

Heckler & Koch ► SFP9-SF
The SFP9 striker-fired pistol is a fully pre-cocked system with single-action
trigger. The SFP9-SF is the SOF version with short trigger travel of 6mm.
Patented supports at the rear of the slide simplify and assist charging. The
disassembly process requires no tools and the weapon cannot be
disassembled unless the magazine has been removed. The trigger need not
be pulled before disassembly. The SFP9 automatically de-cocks itself when
disassembled. The SFP9 uses P30 magazines and has interchangeable
backstraps and grip shells to provide 27 individual grip shape combinations.
Almost 40,000 SFP9 models have been bought by German police forces.
Length: 186mm Width: 33m Height: 137mm Barrel length: 104mm Weight:
710g unloaded Calibre: 9x19mm Sights: 3-dot Operating principle:
semi-automatic, short recoil Feed mechanism: 15-round magazine

Heckler & Koch ► USP
The Universal Service Pistol (USP) is available in nine trigger/firing mode
configurations and three calibres – 9mm, .40 S&W and .45 ACP. All USPs have
a fibre-reinforced polymer frame stiffened by stainless-steel inserts. It uses a
modified Browning-type action with recoil reduction system. The USP can be
converted to different trigger modes – double-action/single-action and double
action only. The modular design of the USP’s internal components allows
switching for left-handed shooters. The USP range of pistols include Compact
and Tactical models. Specifications for 9mm/.40 S&W;/.45 ACP. Length:
195mm/195mm/201mm Width: 32mm Height: 135mm/135mm/142mm
Barrel length: 108mm/108mm/112mm Weight: 770g/821g/887g without
magazine Calibre: 9x19mm/.40 S&W/.45 ACP Feed mechanism:
15-/14-/12-round magazines Operating principle: semi-automatic, short
recoil Sights: open square notch rear with contrast points

Israel Weapon Industries ► Jericho Pistol 941
Designed for military and law enforcement users, the Jericho Pistol 941 is
available in 9mm, .40 S&W and .45 ACP calibres and in standard, short and
compact models, with either steel or polymer frames, including a slide- or
frame-mounted safety. The family comprises 13 models. Jericho pistols have
an ergonomic grooved pistol grip and an integral lower MIL-STD-1913 rail.
The pistol is in service with military and law enforcement users in at least
ten countries. IWI showcased its polymer-frame Jericho pistol at LAAD 2017.
This variant is available in three colour options and three different sizes.
Specifications for steel frame 941 FS/RS model. Length: 192mm Width:
35mm Height: 138mm Barrel length: 97mm Weight: 1,205g without
magazine Calibre: 9x19mm, .40 S&W, .45 ACP Feed mechanism:
16/12/10-round magazine Operating principle: semi-automatic, short
recoil Sights: iron, optional tritium

Kalashnikov Concern ► Makarov PM/PB/PMM
The Makarov PM is a compact service pistol, adapted for military and police
use in 1951 and still widely used in Russia, former Soviet republics and other
countries. The PB is an integrally suppressed variant, intended for use by
special forces. Originally designed in the early 1970s, it is still used by Russian
military and paramilitary special forces. The pistol uses an indigenous sound
suppressor with a quick-detach front section to allow for compact and
concealed carry. The PMM is a modified variant with increased magazine
capacity, developed during the 1990s. Length: 161mm (PM); 308mm with
suppressor (PB); 169mm (PMM) Barrel length: 93mm Weight: 730g (PM);
980g (PB); 760g (PMM) with empty magazine Calibre: 9x18mm Sights: iron
Operating principle: semi-automatic, blowback Feed mechanism: 8-round
magazine (PM, PB); 12-round magazine (PMM) Trigger mechanism: SA, DA
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Kalashnikov Concern ► Yarygin PYa
The Yarygin PYa is a double-action, short-recoil semi-automatic pistol
developed during the 1990s as a replacement for the Makarov PM series in
Russian military service. Adopted for Russian service in 2003, the pistol has
been in mass production since 2011. Yarygin PYa is chambered for the
9x19mm 7N21 cartridge, the Russian loading of the 9x19mm NATO pistol
cartridge. The 7N21 uses an armour-piercing bullet with a tempered steel
core. The pistol can fire standard 9mm NATO ammunition. The Yarygin PYa is
designed for ambidextrous use. Length: 198mm Barrel length: 113mm
Weight: 980g with empty magazine Calibre: 9x19mm 7N2, 9x19mm NATO
Sights: fixed iron sights, 3-dot with notch and front blade Operating
principle: semi-automatic Feed mechanism: 18-round magazine Trigger
mechanism: SA and DA

S&T Motiv ► K5/DP51 Series
The 9mm K5/DP51 pistol series was developed in 1984-88 for the Republic of
Korea Army, which has used the weapon since 1989. The design uses the
company’s ‘Fast Action’, also known as double action plus, trigger system. The
K5/DP51 9mm pistol has an ambidextrous safety catch and magazine release
button. The pistol can be supplied with 13- or 15-round magazines. It is
equipped with Novak iron sights. The K5/DP51 has been exported to military
users in at least four countries. Length: 190.5mm Barrel length: 104.14mm
Weight: 734g Calibre: 9x19mm Sights: iron Feed mechanism: 13-/15-round
magazines Trigger mechanism: DA+
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SIG Sauer ► 1911 Nitron Rail
The .45 ACP 1911 Nitron Rail pistol has a Nitron stainless steel slide and frame,
ambidextrous safety, beaver tail grip safety, customisable rosewood grips, black
controls and a MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail. Length: 221mm Width: 35.6mm
Height: 139.7mm Barrel length: 127mm Weight: 1.18kg loaded Calibre: .45
ACP Trigger mechanism: DA only Feed mechanism: 8-round magazine
Operating principle: semi-automatic Sights: low-profile night

SIG Sauer ► P220 Combat
Developed to meet Swiss military requirements, the P220 series has been
fielded by military and law enforcement users since the 9mm version was
introduced in 1975. The .45 ACP P220 Combat and P220 Combat TB
(Threaded Barrel) have a Flat Dark Earth finish on an alloy frame and Nitron
finish over a stainless-steel slide. Internal parts and controls are phosphated
for corrosion resistance and reduced friction, while the barrel is hard-chromed
and finished in Nitron. The pistol passes accuracy requirements after 20,000
rounds. It also passes a 240h salt spray corrosion test. The P220 Combat is
outfitted with a MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail, vertical front strap serrations
and SIGLITE night sights. Length: 196mm Width: 38mm Height: 139mm
Barrel length: 111mm Weight: 861g unloaded Calibre: .45 ACP Trigger
mechanism: SA/DA Feed mechanism: 8- and 10-round magazine
Operating principle: semi-automatic Sights: fixed iron or SIGLITE night

SIG Sauer ► P224 Nitron
Based on the P229, the P224 has the same lightweight all-metal frame in a
subcompact package with standard controls. Available in three calibres –
9x19mm, .357 SIG, .40 S&W – the P224 Nitron uses a double-stack magazine
and has a Nitron stainless steel slide, a black hard-coat anodised aluminium
frame and one-piece ergonomic grips. The P224 accepts newer P229
magazines, allowing users to carry a full-size spare as a backup to the flush-fit
P224 magazine. Length: 170mm Width: 35.6mm Height: 114mm Barrel
length: 89mm Weight: 822g loaded Calibre: 9x19mm, .357 SIG, .40 S&W Trigger mechanism: DA/SA or DAK Feed mechanism: 12-round 9mm, 10-round
.40 S&W/.357 SIG magazines Operating principle: semi-automatic Sights:
SIGLITE contrast

SIG Sauer ► P226
The P226 was developed in the late 1980s against a US military requirement
for a 9x19mm pistol. It has since been fielded by military, law enforcement
and security forces in more than 26 countries. It is available in three calibres:
9x19mm, .357 SIG and .40 S&W. It is equipped with an integrated accessory
rail and is available with contrast iron or SIGLITE night sights. Numerous
variants are available, including Nitron and Compact models. Length: 196mm
Width: 38.1mm Height: 140mm Barrel length: 112mm Weight: 964g
unloaded Calibre: 9x19mm, .357 SIG, .40 S&W Trigger mechanism: SA and
DA Feed mechanism: 10- or 15-round 9mm, 10- or 12-round .357 SIG/.40
S&W magazines Operating principle: semi-automatic Sights: fixed iron or
SIGLITE night
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SPECIFICATIONS

SUBMACHINE GUNS
This section covers submachine guns (SMGs) and personal defence weapons (PDWs) that
are currently in production or in development around the world.
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and weapon name. The specifications
are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained by contacting these
companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: A US marine conducts barrier shooting drills during Exercise Platinum Ren at Fort Trondennes in Harstad, Norway, in May
2018. (Photo: USMC)
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SPECIFICATIONS

SUBMACHINE GUNS

Heckler & Koch ► MP7A1
Heckler & Koch developed the MP7 in parallel with a 4.6x30mm cartridge in
the 1990s to provide a PDW that can fire a more lethal round than 9x19mm.
The MP7 went into production in 2001 for the German Armed Forces, and has
been sold to military and law enforcement users in at least 23 countries.
Extensive use is made of polymers. The magazine is loaded in the pistol grip.
The MP7A1 has MIL-STD-1913 rails at the three, nine and 12 o’clock positions,
more compact iron sights and other refinements. Length: 638mm stock
extended, 415mm collapsed Barrel length: 180mm Weight: 1.9kg without
magazine Calibre: 4.6x30mm Effective range: 200m Rate of fire: 950rpm
Muzzle velocity: 725m/s Mode of fire: semi-automatic, automatic Sights: MILSTD-1913 rail, iron Feed mechanism: 20-, 30- and 40-round magazines

Heckler & Koch ► UMP
Heckler & Koch developed the Universal SMG (UMP) in the 1990s to provide
an SMG in three calibres – 9x19mm, .40 S&W and .45 ACP – to meet the
requirements of military and law enforcement users. Conversion is
accomplished by changing some assemblies. The design incorporates
elements of the 5.56mm G36 assault rifle family. Different trigger groups
allow combinations of single-shot, burst and fully automatic fire. The UMP is
available with MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rails at the six and 12 o’clock positions.
Length: 455mm stock folded, 695mm extended Width: 69mm Height:
280mm approx Barrel length: 200mm approx Weight: 2.2kg/2.2kg/2.3kg
without magazine Calibre: 9x19mm/.40 S&W/.45 ACP Rate of fire: 600rpm
Feed mechanism: 25- and 30-round magazines Operation: blowback, firing
from closed bolt Sights: iron, optical, MIL-STD-1913 rail Mode of fire:
semi-automatic, automatic

Israel Weapon Industries ► Micro Uzi
The Micro Uzi is the smallest member of the 9mm SMG family. The Uzi is one
of the most widely used SMGs, with more than 2 million produced over the
past 50 years. The Micro Uzi was introduced in 1986. The Micro Uzi can be
fired in automatic or semi-automatic mode. The magazine housing is located
in the pistol grip and the cocking handle is on the breech block. The Micro
Uzi features an integral MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail mount on the receiver
cover and an additional rail for mounting devices under the barrel. Safety
features include manual safety, grip safety, a firing pin blocker and cocking
ratchet mechanism to prevent accidental discharge. Length: 504mm stock
extended, 282mm stock folded Barrel length: 134mm Weight: 2.2kg without
magazine Calibre: 9x19mm Rate of fire: 1,050rpm Operation: blowback,
selective fire OBP or CBP Sights: iron, MIL-STD-1913 rail Fire control:
single-shot, automatic Feed mechanism: 20-, 25- and 32-round magazines

Israel Weapon Industries ► Mini Uzi
The 9mm Mini Uzi was introduced in 1980 to provide a more compact variant of
the widely used Uzi SMG. It is available in standard (STD) configuration, with
open- or closed-bolt firing, and special forces (SF) configuration. The Mini Uzi can
be fired in automatic or semi-automatic mode. The magazine housing is located
in the pistol grip and the cocking handle is on the breech block. In current
production weapons, a MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail is mounted at the six and 12
o’clock positions. Safety features include manual safety, grip safety, a firing pin
blocker and cocking ratchet mechanism to prevent accidental discharge. Length:
360mm stock folded, 588mm stock extended Barrel length: 197mm Weight:
2.65kg STD without magazine, 2.8kg SF without magazine Calibre: 9x19mm Rate
of fire: 1,150rpm Mode of fire: semi-automatic, automatic Sights: iron,
MIL-STD-1913 rail Feed mechanism: 20-, 25- and 32-round magazines Operation:
blowback, fires from closed bolt
26
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Israel Weapon Industries ► Uzi Pro
The 9mm Uzi Pro, unveiled in 2010, is the newest member of the Uzi SMG
family. IWI designed the Uzi Pro to be lighter, more accurate and more
reliable than earlier models, but still concealable. The Uzi Pro features
MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rails at the three, six, nine and 12 o’clock positions, an
ergonomic shoulder stock and foldable handgrip. The magazine housing is
located in the pistol grip, and the SMG has an adjustable shoulder stock with
mounted cheek rest. Safety features include manual safety, grip safety and a
firing pin blocker. Length: 529mm stock extended, 300mm stock folded
Barrel length: 152mm Weight: 2.32kg without magazine Calibre: 9x19mm
Effective range: 200m Rate of fire: 700-1,000rpm Muzzle velocity: 380m/s
Operation: blowback, firing from closed bolt Mode of fire: semi-automatic,
automatic Sights: iron, MIL-STD-1913 rail Feed mechanism: 25-round
magazine

Israel Weapon Industries ► X95 SMG
The 9mm X95 bullpup SMG is a variant of the IWI Tavor assault rifle family. It
has a MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail mounted at the six and 12 o’clock positions.
Length: 580mm Barrel length: 279mm Weight: 3kg Calibre: 9x19mm
Effective range: 500m Rate of fire: 700-1,000rpm Muzzle velocity: 860m/s
Operation: blowback, firing from closed bolt Mode of fire: semi-automatic,
automatic Sights: reflex with dual visible and IR laser mounted on
MIL-STD-1913 rail, backup iron Feed mechanism: 32-round magazine
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Israel Weapon Industries ► X95-S SMG
The 9mm X95-S SMG is a variant of the IWI Tavor assault rifle family which
features an integral suppressor. A MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail is mounted at
the six and 12 o’clock positions. Length: 650mm Barrel length: 279mm
Weight: 3.27kg Calibre: 9x19mm Effective range: 250m Rate of fire:
750-1,000rpm Muzzle velocity: 400m/s Operation: blowback, firing from
closed bolt Mode of fire: semi-automatic, automatic Sights: reflex with dual
visible and IR laser mounted on MIL-STD-1913 rail, backup iron Feed
mechanism: 32-round magazine

Kalashnikov Concern ► Bizon-2-01
Kalashnikov developed the 9mm Bizon-2-01 to provide military and security
force users with an SMG with a high-capacity magazine. The 53-round
magazine is placed under the barrel and functions as a forestock for holding
the weapon. The Bizon-2-01 is available with two buttstocks – a frame
buttstock that folds or an upper buttstock folding on top of the receiver cover.
A side-mounted rail accommodates various optical sights. Length: 460mm
frame buttstock folded; 690mm frame buttstock extended Barrel length:
225mm Weight: 2.9kg with frame buttstock, 3kg with upper buttstock, both
with empty magazine Calibre: 9x19mm Effective range: 200m Rate of fire:
750rpm Muzzle velocity: 380m/s Mode of fire: semi-automatic, automatic
Sights: iron, rail for optical and night Feed mechanism: 53-round magazine

Kalashnikov Concern ► Vityaz-SN
Based on the AK-74 assault rifle, the 9mm Vityaz-SN was developed in 2004.
Handling and maintenance are similar to AK-series. The Vityaz-SN has a
side-folding skeletal buttstock and is available with either a MIL-STD-1913
Picatinny rail on the top of the receiver and/or a dovetail side rail on the left of
the receiver. On the base of the front iron sight and foregrip, there are
attachment points for a laser target designator. It is supplied with a fastening
device that joins two 30-round magazines together to speed magazine
changes. Length: 480mm buttstock folded, 705mm extended Barrel length:
237mm Weight: 2.9kg with empty magazine Calibre: 9x19mm Effective
range: 200m Rate of fire: 750rpm Muzzle velocity: 380m/s Mode of fire:
semi-automatic, automatic Sights: iron, rail for optical and night Feed
mechanism: 30-round magazine

Norinco ► CS/LS2
Norinco’s CS/LS2 is a 9mm bullpup SMG designed for use with a suppressor.
In service with the People’s Liberation Army since about 2005-6. Weight:
2.2kg without magazine or suppressor Calibre: 9x19mm Effective range:
200m Rate of fire: 750rpm Muzzle velocity: 385m/s without suppressor
Sights: MIL-STD-1913 rail for optical and night Feed mechanism: 30-round
magazine Mode of fire: semi-automatic, automatic
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SPECIFICATIONS

ASSAULT RIFLES AND CARBINES
This section covers assault rifles and carbines that are currently in production or in
development around the world.
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and weapon name. The specifications
are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained by contacting these
companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: A US marine fires an M16A4 rifle during Mountain Training Exercise 1-18 at the Marine Corps Mountain Warfare Training
Center. (Photo: USMC)
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ASSAULT RIFLES AND CARBINES

Israel Weapon Industries ► Tavor 5.56mm
The Tavor 5.56mm bullpup assault rifle family was developed in
cooperation with the IDF. The Tavor is produced in four models:
standard TAR 21; compact CTAR 21; STAR 21 for sharpshooters
with folding bipod; and GTAR 21 with integrated 40mm
grenade launcher. The Tavor has an integrated reflex sight
attached directly onto the barrel and folding backup sights
including Tritium for night combat. All four models are available
in ‘Flat Top’ configuration with a MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail for
mounting customer-supplied optics. Specifications for TAR/
CTAR/STAR/GTAR. Length: 725/640/725/853mm Barrel length:
460/380/460/460mm Weight: 3.28/3.18/4.3/5.5kg Calibre:
5.56x45mm Rate of fire: 700-1,000rpm Feed mechanism:
30-round magazine, optional 10- and 20-round Muzzle
velocity: 920/890/920/920m/s Mode of fire: semi-automatic,
automatic Sights: reflex/reflex/4x optical/reflex, backup iron

Israel Weapon Industries ► X95
IWI developed the X95 to meet special forces requirements for
a weapon suitable for both urban and open-area missions. The
X95 is available in four configurations: X95 5.56mm rifle/carbine
with short barrel; X95L long-barrel rifle; X95 9mm SMG; and
X95S SMG with silencer. A conversion kit allows weapons to be
switched between calibres. A reflex sight with a dual visible/IR
laser is supplied as standard but a MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail
allows the customer to mount other optics. Options include
MOR reflex sight, Minimon I mini-monocular, flashlight and
assault grip. Specifications for X95/X95L. Length: 580/640mm
Barrel length: 330/380mm Weight: 2.98/3.05kg without
magazine Calibre: 5.56x45mm Rate of fire: 700-1,000rpm Feed
mechanism: 30-round magazine Muzzle velocity: 860/880m/s
Mode of fire: semi-automatic, automatic Sights: reflex with
dual visible and IR laser, MIL-STD-1913 rail, backup iron

Kalashnikov Concern ► AK-12
Kalashnikov publicly unveiled the AK-12 assault rifle in January
2012. The AK-12 uses the same gas-operated long-stroke piston
system as previous Kalashnikov rifles. A 5.45x39mm AK-12 light
variant can also be chambered for 5.56x45 and 7.62x39mm
calibres. An AK-12 heavy model is chambered for 7.62x51mm.
A GP-25 40mm underbarrel grenade launcher can be fitted.
The AK-12 is expected to be fielded by the Russian Army.
Length: 945mm stock extended, 725mm stock folded Barrel
length: 415mm Weight: 3.3kg without magazine Calibre:
5.45x39, 5.56x45, 7.62x39mm (AK-12 light); 7.62x51mm (AK-12
heavy) Effective range: 625m with 5.45mm round Rate of fire:
1,000rpm Feed mechanism: 30-round box, 60-round casket,
100-round drum magazine Mode of fire: semi-automatic,
3-round burst, automatic Magazine weight: 590g with 30
rounds Sights: iron, MIL-STD-1913 rail for day and night optics
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Kalashnikov Concern ► AK-47
The Kalashnikov 7.62x39mm AK-47 was the first assault rifle to
be developed after the Second World War, to deliver a high
volume of automatic fire at short range. It was intended to be
easy to produce, able to withstand rough handling and poor
maintenance and be simple to operate. The USSR began
production in 1948, and the rifle entered service in 1949. The
standard rifle featured a wooden stock while the AKS-47 variant
produced for airborne and special forces was equipped with a
folding metal frame stock. Kalashnikov shifted production from
the AK-47 to the improved AKM (see separate entry) in 1959.
The AK-47 was produced under license in Bulgaria (AKK), China
(Type 56), East Germany (MPi-K), Hungary (AK-55), Poland
(pmK), North Korea (Type 58A) and Yugoslavia (M64). Millions of
AK-47s and clones were built and they were or are used by
military or paramilitary forces in more than 80 countries as well
as insurgent and criminal groups. In 2015 Kalashnikov
introduced a universal upgrade kit for AK-47, AKM and AK-74
series rifles which includes a new pistol grip, a new telescoping
folding stock, a new handguard with accessory rails at the 6
and 12 o’clock positions, and other improvements which can

be easily fitted to the weapon. Length: 870mm for AK-47;
642mm stock folded, 880mm stock open for AK-47S Barrel
length: 416mm Weight: 3.8kg empty, 4.3kg loaded Calibre:
7.62x39mm Effective range: 300m Rate of fire: 600rpm
Operating principle: gas-operated, rotating bolt Feed
mechanism: 30-round magazine Mode of fire: semi-automatic,
automatic Sights: iron sights Muzzle velocity: 715m/s

Kalashnikov Concern ► AK-74
The 5.45x39mm AK-74 was developed in the early 1970s as a
replacement for the Soviet Army’s 7.62×39mm AKM assault rifle,
and it remains the Russian Army’s standard assault rifle. The
AK-74 provides better accuracy and range than the AKM as well
as offering ergonomic improvements. A large compensator and
muzzle brake make it easier to control during automatic firing.
Designed for paratroopers, the AKS-74 variant features a folding
stock, while the AKS-74U is an SMG variant with folding stock
and shorter barrel. The AK-74M (Modernised) was introduced in
1991 and is the current production standard. It features a folding
polyamide buttstock in place of the AK-74’s fixed wooden
laminate stock, and is fitted with a side-rail bracket for mounting
optics. The GP-25, GP-30 or GP-34 40x53mm underslung
grenade launchers can be fitted. The Kalashnikov universal
upgrade kit can be fitted to the AK-74. AK-74Ms are in service in
at least 20 countries, including Afghanistan, Armenia, Belarus,
Cyprus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Mongolia,
North Korea (Type-88), Syria, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine,
Uzbekistan, and Vietnam. In October 2017, Russia donated 5,000

AK-74Ms to The Philippines. An estimated 5 million AK-74s have
been produced. Length: 943mm stock open, 705mm folded
Barrel length: 415mm Weight: 3.6kg Calibre: 5.45x39mm Rate
of fire: 650rpm Mode of fire: semi-automatic, automatic Feed
mechanism: 30-round magazine Sights: iron sights, 4×26 1P29
or 2.8×17 1P78 Kashtan optical sights
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SPECIFICATIONS

SNIPER RIFLES
This section covers sniper rifles and designated marksman rifles (DMR) that are currently in
production or in development around the world.
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and weapon name. The specifications
are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained by contacting these
companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: An Australian Army soldier demonstrates the use of a Blaser Tac 2 sniper rifle at the Taji Military Complex, Iraq, during the ADF
Parliamentary Program 2017. (Photo: Commonwealth of Australia)
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SPECIFICATIONS

KBP Instrument Design Bureau ► MTs-116M
The bolt-action MTs-116M was developed from a sporting rifle
design and is available in 7.62x54mmR or 7.62x51mm NATO
calibres. The stock design allows the length of the butt, comb
height and height of the sight backplate to be adjusted. The
bipod can be adjusted and collapsed for transportation. The
weapon is fitted with a MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail. An iron
sight, consisting of flip-up rear sight for firing at 100m and
300m and front sight, is installed on a weapon as a back-up for
the main optical sighting system. Length: 1,250mm Barrel
length: 660mm Weight: 6.5kg Calibre: 7.62x54mmR,
7.62x51mm Effective range: 700m Operating principle:
bolt-action, 5- and 10-round magazines Sights: MIL-STD-1913
rail, back-up iron

KBP Instrument Design Bureau ► OTs-03
The OTs-03 is based on the 7.62mm Dragunov SVD, but uses a
bullpup layout that reduces length while retaining ballistic
performance. It is available in 7.62x54mmR and 7.62x51mm
NATO calibres. It can be fitted with a barrel attachment which
reduces noise and recoil levels and suppresses muzzle flash. The
rifle is fitted with a bipod. Length: 980mm Barrel length:
620mm Weight: 6.1kg with DS5 day sight Calibre: 7.62x54mmR, 7.62x51mm Effective range: 800m Feed mechanism:
semi-automatic, 10-round magazine
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SPECIFICATIONS

SNIPER RIFLES

Knight’s Armament Company

►

M110 SASS

KAC developed the M110 Semi-Automatic Sniper System
(SASS) to meet a US Army requirement for a 7.62mm sniper
rifle with a high rate of fire, and was awarded a competitive
contract in September 2005. The M110 entered operational
service in 2008. In US Army use, the M110 is fitted with a
Leupold Mk 4 3.5-10x scope that provides a wide FOV at low
magnification for close-in engagements and a narrow FOV for
long shots at high magnification. The M110 incorporates a
detachable folding bipod and a MIL-STD-1913 rail. It has
ambidextrous controls and a quick attach/detach suppressor.
Length: 1,190mm stock retracted Weight: 7.3kg with 20-round
magazine Calibre: 7.62x51mm Effective range: 800m Sights:
Leupold Mk 4 3.5-10x scope on MIL-STD-1913 rail Feed
mechanism: semi-automatic, 10- or 20-round magazine
Colours: Flat Dark Earth

Lewis Machine & Tool Company ► LM8MWS
The 7.62mm LM8 Modular Weapon System was designed to
provide a compact and lighter alternative to LMT’s 7.62mm
LM308MWS, while retaining the latter’s higher accuracy and
long-range knockdown power. The weapon incorporates the
company’s monolithic rail platform made from a single
aluminium forging and incorporating a quad MIL-STD-1913 rail
system. Additional barrel options – 13.5in, 18in and 20in – to suit
specific ammunition are available. The LM8MWS is equipped
with a SOPMOD buttstock with six-position extension tube.
Length: 876mm stock collapsed, 959mm stock extended with
660mm barrel Barrel length: 406mm Weight: 4.54kg empty
Calibre: 7.62x51mm Operating principle: direct gas, rotary bolt
Sights: MIL-STD-1913 rail Feed mechanism: semi-automatic,
automatic, 20-round magazine

Lewis Machine & Tool Company ► LM308MWS
In 2009, LMT introduced the .308 Modular Weapon System
(MWS), incorporating the company’s Monolithic Rail Platform
(MRP). Made from a single aluminium forging, the MRP features
a quad MIL-STD-1913 rail system. That same year, the UK MoD
selected the weapon to meet its requirement for a 7.62mm
sharpshooter rifle for use in Afghanistan and more than 3,000
rifles, designated the L129A1, have been fielded. Additional
barrel options – 13.5in, 18in and 20in – to suit specific
ammunition are available. The LM308MWS is equipped with a
SOPMOD buttstock with six-position extension tube. The rifle
has been bought by the New Zealand Army and other military
customers. Length: 889mm stock collapsed, 965mm stock
extended Barrel length: 406mm Weight: 4.62kg Calibre:
7.62x51mm NATO Operating principle: direct gas, rotary bolt
Sights: various MIL-STD-1913 rail Feed mechanism:
semi-automatic, automatic, 20-round magazine
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SPECIFICATIONS

MACHINE GUNS
This section covers machine guns that are currently in production or in development
around the world. It is divided into the following categories:
• light machine guns (LMGs)
• medium/general-purpose machine guns (MMGs/GPMGs)
• heavy machine guns (HMGs)
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and weapon designation. The
specifications are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained by
contacting companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: A USN officer fires the M240 machine gun aboard a MKVI patrol boat during a simulated small boat attack exercise in the
Pacific Ocean. (Photo: USN)
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SPECIFICATIONS

MACHINE GUNS

Light ► Arsenal ► LMG-M4F
Arsenal offers the LMG-M4F, a development of the Soviet
RPK, in 5.56mm NATO and 7.62mm Russian calibres. The
LMG-M4F has a metal right-side folding butt, luminous
three-dot sight system and ambidextrous safety lever. The
magazine, lower handguard, upper handguard and pistol grip
are made from glass fibre-reinforced polycaproamide. Options
include translucent magazines. Calibre: 5.56x45mm NATO,
7.62x39mmR Sights: luminous 3-dot, various optical and night
can be fitted

Denel Dynamics ► Mini SS
In 1994, Denel developed the Mini SS LMG chambered to fire
5.56mm ammunition. It can supply new-build weapons or kits,
including new barrel, bolt, gas piston and feed cover, to convert
the SS77 to Mini SS configuration. The Mini SS has a folding
bipod and fixed butt. It can be housed on a tripod and a variety
of vehicle, helicopter and shipboard mounts. The barrel is
equipped with a Fortex flash hider, to suppress the weapon’s
signature at night, depending on the temperature of the barrel.
The Mini SS can be converted into a 7.62mm MG by changing
the barrel, bolt and feed assembly. Length: 1,000mm Barrel
length: 513mm Weight: 8.26kg unloaded Calibre: 5.56x45mm
Effective range: 500m (bipod), 800m (tripod) Rate of fire:
800rpm Feed mechanism: belt Firing mode: automatic Sights:
iron, MIL-STD-1913 rail

Denel Dynamics ► SS77
Denel developed the 7.62mm SS77 LMG to meet South African
military requirements in 1977. The SS77 has been used by the
South African National Defence Force since 1986, has been sold
to at least two export customers and is actively marketed by
Denel. The SS77 is gas-operated, firing from an open breech,
with positive side-locking. The weapon has a quick-release
barrel, folding bipod and butt. The SS77 can be mounted on a
tripod and on a variety of vehicle, helicopter and shipboard
mounts. To cope with extreme environmental conditions, the
weapon is fitted with dust covers on the feed cover and ejection
slot. Length: 1,170mm Barrel length: 585mm Weight: 10.3kg
Calibre: 7.62x51mm Effective range: 1,800m Rate of fire:
700-900rpm Feed mechanism: belt Firing mode: automatic
Sights: iron, MIL-STD-1913 rail
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Denel Land Systems ► DMG-5
DLS unveiled its new 7.62mm DMG-5 (Denel Machine Gun)
lightweight MG, developed as a successor to the company’s
7.62mm SS77 and 5.56mm Mini SS (see separate entries), at
the September 2016 Africa Aerospace and Defence exhibition.
The DMG-5 weighs 8.4kg, 1.2kg lighter than the SS77, and is
also shorter. The DMG-5 replaces the folding stock of the SS77
with a lighter retractable stock. The DMG-5 has MIL-STD-1913
rails mounted on top of the receiver and at the three, six and
nine o’clock positions. DLS intends to offer a 5.56mm
conversion kit for the DMG-5 for customers who want commonality between their 5.56mm and 7.62mm MGs. DLS has also
developed the DMG-5 CX version with spade grips and a
heavier barrel for pintle-mounted applications. Weight: 8.4kg
Calibre: 7.62x51mm, 5.56x45mm conversion kit in development Effective range: 1,500m on tripod Rate of fire:
700-900rpm Sights: various on MIL-STD-1913 rail

FN Herstal ► FN Minimi 5.56 Mk3
The original FN Minimi 5.56 was developed in the 1970s to meet
the requirements of NATO nations for an LMG and is now in service
with more than 45 countries. The US adopted it in 1984 as the
M249 Squad Automatic Weapon. The weapon has continued to
evolve, and the Mk 3 was introduced in 2013. It integrates
modifications based on user feedback, and has improved
ergonomics and mobility. The FN Minimi 5.56 Mk 3 Tactical model
has a special forces buttstock which was launched in June 2016,
adjustable in length (5 positions) and cheek rest height (6 positions)
and with a convex butt plate. The Mk 3 also includes an integrated
feed cover with an upper, lower and lateral rails, adjustable-height
bipod, feed tray with belt retaining pawls, quick-change barrel and
optional heatshield. Variants have a short (SB) or long (LB) barrel
and a telescopic (Para model) or fixed buttstock (Standard model).
In service, FN Minimis can be upgraded partially or completely
using conversion kits to meet the user’s preference. The FN Minimi
Mk 3 is also available in 7.62x51mm calibre. Length: 863mm butt
retracted, 939mm butt extended (Tactical SB); 973mm butt
retracted, 1,049mm butt extended (Tactical LB) Width: 133mm

Barrel length: 349mm (Tactical SB); 465mm (Tactical LB) Weight:
8kg (Tactical SB), 8.1kg (Tactical LB), 7.8kg (Para or Standard)
Calibre: 5.56x45mm Effective range: 800m (Tactical SB) 1,000m
(Tactical LB) Rate of fire: 800rpm Feed mechanism: belt,
200-round box, 100- or 200-round pouch or M16-type 30-round
magazines Firing mode: automatic Sights: iron, MIL-STD-1913 rail

FN Herstal ► FN Minimi 7.62 Mk3
In the 1970s, the FN Minimi was developed in 5.56mm and
7.62mm variants before NATO standardised on 5.56mm for
light weapons. In 2002, the 7.62mm design was revived to meet
a USSOCOM requirement for a 7.62mm LMG. It entered US
service in 2003 as the Mk 48 Mod 0. A 7.62mm Mk 3 version of
the FN Minimi was introduced in 2013, with improved
ergonomics and mobility. The FN Minimi 7.62 Mk 3 Tactical
comes with a buttstock adjustable in length (five positions) and
cheek rest height (four positions). It has an integrated feed
cover with an upper rail, lower and lateral rails, adjustable-height bipod, feed tray with belt retaining pawls,
quick-change barrel and optional heatshield. Variants of the
weapon have a short or long barrel and a telescopic (Para
model) or fixed buttstock (Standard model). In service, FN
Minimis can be upgraded partially or completely using
conversion kits to meet the user’s preference. The FN Minimi
7.62 Mk 3 can be converted to fire 5.56x45mm ammunition.
Length: 950mm butt retracted, 1,026mm butt extended
(Tactical) Width: 128mm Barrel length: 422mm Weight: 8.8kg
INFANTRY EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK ISSUE 7
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(Tactical), 8.7kg (Para), 8.5kg (Standard) Calibre: 7.62x51mm
Effective range: 1,000m Rate of fire: +/-800rpm Feed
mechanism: belt or 50 or 100-round pouch Firing mode:
automatic Sights: iron, MIL-STD-1913 rail
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Heckler & Koch ► L86A2 LSW
The L86A2 Light Support Weapon (LSW) is the fire team support
variant of the SA80 5.56x45mm bullpup small arms family originally designed by the Royal Small Arms Factory (now part of
BAE Systems) and introduced into British Army service in 1985.
Approximately 350,000 of all variants were built before
production ended in 1994. The original L86A1 model was
extensively upgraded in the early 2000s by Heckler & Koch to
the L86A2 configuration which remains in service. Compared to
the L85A2 Individual Weapon the L86A2 has a longer barrel, a
folding bipod, a shoulder strap and a rear grip. Although the FN
Minimi 5.56 LMG (see separate entry) is now fielded within
British infantry fire teams the L86A2 is retained because of its
ability to provide accurate fire at longer ranges. Length: 900mm
Barrel length: 646mm Weight: 6.58kg with 30-round magazine
Calibre: 5.56x45mm Effective range: 800m Rate of fire:
610-775rpm Muzzle velocity: 970m/s Feed mechanism:
30-round magazine Operating principle: gas-operated, rotating
bolt Mode of fire: semi-automatic, automatic Sights: 4x SUSAT

Heckler & Koch ► MG4
The 5.56mm MG4 has been in German Army service since 2005
and sold to at least five export customers, including the Spanish
Army. The MG4 is an air-cooled, belt-fed, gas-operated weapon
with a positively locked rotary bolt. The two infantry variants are
the MG4E with 450mm barrel and the MG4KE with 370mm
barrels. All variants have a folding buttstock. A MIL-STD-1913 rail
is mounted on top of the receiver and options include
additional rails at the three and nine o’clock positions. The
weapon can be mounted on a tripod. Length: 830mm butt
open, 1,030mm butt folded (MG4E); 750mm butt folded,
950mm butt open (MG4KE) Barrel length: 450mm (MG4E);
370mm (MG4KE) Weight: 7.9kg (MG4E); 7.7kg (MG4KE) Calibre:
5.56x45mm Effective range: 1,000m (MG4E); 900m (MG4KE)
Rate of fire: 775rpm Feed mechanism: belt Firing mode:
automatic Sights: iron, MIL-STD-1913 rail

Israel Weapon Industries ► Negev 5.56mm LMG
Developed to meet IDF requirements, the Negev 5.56mm LMG
has been in Israeli service since 1997 and sold to at least 13
export customers. The Negev is an open-bolt LMG that can be
fed by a belt, assault drum or NATO/Galil magazine, and can be
fired in semi-automatic mode. There are four safety
mechanisms. As well as Standard, a shorter special forces (SF)
version is offered. Tritium is applied to the iron sights for firing in
low light. The Negev can be mounted on a tripod and on
vehicles, helicopters and shipboard mounts. Length: 1,020mm
(Standard), 890mm (SF) stock extended Barrel length: 460mm
(Standard), 330mm (SF) Weight: 7.7kg (Standard), 7.5kg (SF)
Calibre: 5.56x45mm Effective range: 1,000m Rate of fire:
850-1,150rpm Feed mechanism: belt, magazine Firing mode:
automatic, semi-automatic Muzzle velocity: 915m/s (Standard),
850m/s (SF) Sights: iron, MIL-STD-1913 rail
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SPECIFICATIONS

GRENADE LAUNCHERS
This section covers grenade launchers that are currently in production or in development
around the world. It is divided into the following categories:
• individual grenade launchers
• crew-served grenade launchers
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and weapon designation. The
specifications are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained by
contacting companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: Soldiers from the New Jersey National Guard prepare to load an MK19 grenade launcher during training on Joint Base
McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst. (Photo: US Air National Guard)
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GRENADE LAUNCHERS

Individual ► Abrams Airborne Manufacturing ► AV-140
The AV-140 is a handheld, gas plug-operating, semi-automatic, revolving-action, 40mm multi-shot GL. The AV-140 is qualified to fire all existing low- and
medium-velocity 40mm ammunition. All six rounds can be fired in less than
3s with a sustainable rate and cover an area of at least 20x60m. The AV-140
can be mounted on patrol boats, helicopters and armoured vehicles. Length:
739mm stock extended, 648mm stock collapsed Width: 165mm Barrel
length: 203 or 305mm Weight: 6.68kg with sight Calibre: 40x46mm
low-velocity, 40x51mm medium-velocity Effective range: 375m with LV
grenades, 800m with MV grenades Maximum range: >800m, depending on
ammunition Sights: M2A1, AV mini red dot Feed mechanism: 6-round revolving drum

Arsenal ► 40mm UBGL
Arsenal’s UBGL is a 40mm underbarrel single-shot GL intended for use with
Arsenal and AK-series assault rifles. The launchers are designed for use with
Arsenal’s caseless muzzle-loading ammunition family. Length: 300mm
Width: 75mm Height: 170mm Weight: 1.5kg Calibre: 40mm Rate of fire:
5-6rpm Maximum range: 400m Effective range point target: <150m
Effective range area target: <350m Muzzle velocity: 76m/s

Arsenal ► MSGL
Arsenal’s MSGL is a shoulder-fired, six-shot, semi-automatic GL designed for
use with 40mm low-velocity ammunition up to 105mm in length. The
MSGL-L model fires grenades up to 135mm in length. Both models are
available with a MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail. A chromium-plated barrel
increases longevity. Length: 7.64mm stock extended, 530 stock closed (MSGL);
800mm stock extended, 570mm stock closed (MSGL-L) Barrel length:
230mm Weight: 6.53kg unloaded (MSGL); 7.56kg unloaded (MSGL-L) Calibre:
40x46mm Feed mechanism: 6-round revolver drum Muzzle velocity: 75m/s
Effective range point target: 150mm Maximum range: 400m Sights: flip-up
rail, MIL-STD-1913 rail Effective range area target: 350mm

Arsenal ► UBGL-M8
The UBGL-M8 is a single shot 40mm low-velocity underbarrel GL designed for
attaching to Arsenal’s 5.45mm, 5.56mm and 7.62mm assault rifles as well as
various AK-series weapons from other manufacturers. It can be equipped with
a MIL-STD-1913 rail for attaching mechanical or collimator sights. Length:
375mm Barrel length: 250mm Weight: 1.7kg Calibre: 40x46mm Effective
range point target: 150mm Muzzle velocity: 76m/s Maximum range: 400m
Effective range area target: 350mm Feed mechanism: breech-loading,
single-shot
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Milkor ► Stopper Convertible
The Milkor 37/38 or 40mm Stopper Convertible is a lightweight single-shot
break-open weapon that can use a variety of 37/38 less-lethal or 40mm
less-lethal and lethal rounds. As a security or assault weapon, it can be fired
from the shoulder or handheld. The weapon is described as simple to operate
and all metal surfaces are treated with a coating for corrosion protection plus
long-life dry film lubrication. It uses a floating firing pin mechanism for safety
if the weapon is accidentally dropped. The components of the launcher are
interchangeable, providing a range of applications. Length: 565mm butt
closed, 635mm butt extended Width: 65mm Height: 165mm Barrel length:
182mm Weight: 1.32kg, 2kg with buttstock Calibre: 37/38 or 40mm Feed
mechanism: breech-loading, single-shot Maximum range: 400m for lethal
ammunition (rifled barrel), up to 75m for non-lethal (smoothbore) Sights: leaf

Milkor ► UBGL
The single-shot 40mm Under Barrel Grenade Launcher (UBGL) can be
attached to most modern assault weapons using the MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny
rail system. The breech is swung open to the side for loading and unloading
and does not interfere with the normal operation of the rifle. The firing
mechanism is cocked by opening and closing the UBGL for loading, and
there is a built-in safety lever. The launcher can be removed from the carrier
rifle by depressing a release clip. Length: 240mm Width: 163mm Height:
90mm Barrel length: 180mm Weight: 0.95kg without sight, ladder sight
155g, saddle sight 85g, reflex sight 210g Calibre: 40x46mm Effective range:
30-300m Feed mechanism: breech-loading, single-shot Maximum range:
>375m ammunition-dependent Sights: ladder, saddle or reflex

Milkor USA ► M32A1
The M32A1 is a handheld, gas plug-operating, semi-automatic, revolving
action, 40mm multi-shot GL. It is the successor to the original M32 (MGL-140)
adopted by the USMC in 2006. The M32A1 is tested and qualified to fire all
existing low- and medium-velocity 40mm ammunition. All six rounds can be
fired in less than 3s and cover an area of at least 20x60m. The M32A1 can also
be mounted on patrol boats, helicopter gunships and armoured vehicles.
Length: 739mm stock extended, 648mm stock collapsed Width: 165mm
Height: 292mm Barrel length: 203 and 305mm Weight: 7kg unloaded, 8.3kg
loaded Calibre: 40x46mm low-velocity, 40x51mm medium-velocity Effective
range: 375m Feed mechanism: 6-round revolving drum Maximum range:
>800m depending on ammunition Sights: M2A1 AV mini red dot
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Norinco ► LG2
Norinco’s LG2 is a single-shot 40x46mm UGL. Length: 383mm Weight: 1.5kg
unloaded Calibre: 40x46mm Muzzle velocity: 75m/s Sights: iron Feed
mechanism: breech-loading, single-shot Maximum range: 430m

Norinco ► LG4
The LG4 is a six-chamber, revolving-cylinder, shoulder-fired semi-automatic
40x46mm GL. It is fitted with a top rail for optical sights and a bottom rail for
a pistol grip. The buttstock can be folded to reduce length. Length: 726mm
buttstock extended Weight: 5.8kg loaded Calibre: 40x46mm Rate of fire:
24rpm Maximum range: 400m Muzzle velocity: 75m/s Sights: optical Feed
mechanism: 6-round revolving drum

Norinco ► LG5s
Norinco describes the LG5s, which it began marketing in 2014, as a precision
GL ‘mainly used to perform tactical sniping tasks’ at ranges up of to 1,000m
and claims that it is the first shoulder-fired launcher capable of using
40x53mm high-velocity grenades. Developed for export, the LG5s fires
Norinco BGJ540x53mm HEDP sniper grenades and standard 40x53mm
grenades produced by other manufacturers. As well as an iron sight the LG5s
is equipped with a MIL-STD-1913 rail to allow the use of day and night sights,
and a ‘simplified fire control device’. Length: 1.26mm Weight: 12.9kg without
magazine and sight Calibre: 40x53mm HV Drum capacity: 4 rounds Sights:
iron standard, MIL-STD-1913 rail Feed mechanism: semi-automatic, drum
magazine Effective range point target: 1,000m

Northrop Grumman Innovation Systems ► XM25 CDTE
In March 2011, the US Army awarded ATK, teamed with Heckler & Koch, an
initial engineering and manufacturing development contract for the 25mm
XM25 Counter Defilade Target Engagement (CDTE) system. In late 2010, the
army deployed five weapons for a 14-month forward operational assessment
in Afghanistan. Those who participated in the assessment reported good
performance in tactical situations however a second assessment was halted
due to a malfunction. In April 2017, the army cancelled the contract leaving
the future of the weapon in doubt. Length: 749mm Weight: 6.35kg magazine
empty Calibre: 25x40mm Effective range: 500m point targets, 700m area
targets Feed mechanism: 5-round box magazine Maximum range: 1,000m
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SPECIFICATIONS

ASSAULT/ANTITANK WEAPONS
This section covers assault and antitank weapons that are currently in production
or in development around the world. It is divided into the following categories:
• individual weapons
• crew-served weapons
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and weapon designation.
The specifications are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be
obtained by contacting companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: An Australian Army soldier fires the 84mm Carl Gustaf recoilless rifle at Shoalwater Bay Training Area in June 2018.
(Photo: Australian Army)
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SPECIFICATIONS

Individual

►

ASSAULT/ANTITANK WEAPONS

Arsenal ► ATGL-L

Arsenal’s 40mm Anti-Tank Grenade Launcher-Light (ATGL-L)
family is derived from the Russian RPG-7 series of unguided,
shoulder-launched, antitank RPG launchers. The family consists
of the ATGL-L, ATGL-L1, ATGL-L2, ATGL-L3, ATGL-L4 and ATGL-L5.
At least 17 types of grenade are available for the ATGL-L5.
Various sights can be fitted. Length: 950mm Weight: 6.5kg
(ATGL-L, ATGL-L1); 6.98kg (ATGL-L2); 5.9kg (ATGL-L3); 6.15kg
(ATGL-L4); 7.61kg (ATGL-L5); 1.3kg for bipod common to all
models Calibre: 40mm Rate of fire: 4-6rpm

Bazalt ► RPG-27/RShG-1
The 105mm RPG-27 Tavolga shoulder-fired disposable rocket
launcher was developed by Bazalt in the 1980s to meet a Soviet
Army requirement for a weapon able to defeat modern MBTs
with ERA and composite armour and field fortifications. According to Bazalt, the tandem charge warhead of the spin-stabilised
rocket can defeat more than 600mm of RHA after penetrating
ERA, 1.5m of brick or concrete or 3.7m of earth. The RShG-1 is a
variant of the RPG-27 equipped with a thermobaric warhead to
defeat personnel. Both variants are in Russian service and
offered for export. Length: 1.15m Weight: 8kg Calibre: 105mm
Effective range: 200m Warhead: tandem HEAT (RPG-27),
thermobaric (RShG-1) Muzzle velocity: 120m/s Sights: iron
Armour penetration: 650mm RHA protected by ERA

Dynamit Nobel Defence ► Bkf
Developed from DND’s Pzf 3, the Bunkerfaust (Bkf) is designed
to enable troops to defeat targets behind cover. The Bkf uses
the Pzf 3 launch system. The tandem warhead, with a
penetrating charge and a follow-through grenade, can be used
against a variety of structures ranging from reinforced concrete
to IFV armour. With a retracted spike, the Bkf’s multipurpose
warhead is effective against light armoured vehicles. It can be
fired from an enclosure. Length: 1,270mm Weight: 13.3kg
ready to fire Calibre: 110mm Effective range: 11–400m Sights:
2x optical, Dynarange with laser rangefinder, interface rail for
night Temperature range: -46/+71°C Penetration: 110mm RHA,
360mm concrete, 1,300mm sandbags
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Dynamit Nobel Defence ► Pzf 3
The Panzerfaust (Pzf) 3 is a shoulder-fired anti-armour weapon
developed from 1978-85. An extendable spike provides
stand-off for the shaped charge to defeat MBT armour. With a
retracted spike, the warhead is effective against light armoured
vehicles, field fortifications and masonry. It can be fired from
small enclosures. The reusable firing device is equipped with a
high-resolution optical sight. The Pzf 3 is in service with at least
11 countries including Austria, Germany, the Netherlands and
Switzerland. A computerised Dynarange sight has been
developed for the German Army’s Infantryman of the Future
project. Length: 1,200mm in transport mode; 1,300mm ready
to fire Weight: 12.9kg ready to fire Calibre: 110mm Effective
range: 15-400m, 600m with Dynarange Sights: 2x optical,
Dynarange with laser rangefinder, interface rail for night
Temperature range: -46/+71°C Penetration: 800mm

Dynamit Nobel Defence ► Pzf 3-IT
The Panzerfaust (Pzf) 3-IT (Improved Tandem) is the latest
version of the Pzf 3 family of shoulder-launched weapons
developed to defeat MBTs. Its tandem shaped-charge warhead
has been designed to defeat all current types of ERA. The large
amount of HE in the dual-mode warhead is effective against
secondary targets such as field fortifications, concrete or brick
buildings and sandbag walls. The Pzf 3-IT uses the standard Pzf
firing device and can be fired from an enclosure. Length:
1,200mm in transport mode; 1,400mm ready to fire Weight:
14.3kg ready to fire Calibre: 110mm Effective range: 11-400m,
600m with Dynarange Sights: 2x optical, Dynarange with laser
rangefinder, interface rail for night Temperature range:
-46/+71°C Penetration: ERA and 900mm RHA

Dynamit Nobel Defence ► RGW 60
Dynamit Nobel developed the Recoilless Grenade Weapon
60mm (RGW 60) for special operations, airborne and other light
forces which require a compact, lightweight assault weapon. It
can be fired from within an enclosure. A high muzzle velocity
provides a flat trajectory, low dispersion and ‘good’ hit
probability. A variety of warheads are available for different
operational scenarios: HEAT fitted with a shaped charge which
penetrates over 300mm of RHA; multipurpose HEAT which
penetrates over 100mm of steel and has 270 preformed
fragments; and an HE squash head designed to blast a 400mm
hole in masonry. The RGW 60 can be fitted with various night
vision and other sighting devices. Length: 900mm Weight:
5.8kg ready to fire Calibre: 60mm Effective range: 15-300m
Sights: 1.5 or 2.5x optical, interface rail for night Temperature
range: -46/+71°C
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SPECIFICATIONS

MORTARS
This section covers mortars that are currently in production or in development around the
world. It is divided into the following categories:
• light mortars
• medium mortars
• heavy mortars
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and weapon designation. The
specifications are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained by
contacting companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: Members of 2nd Battalion, Royal Anglian Regiment, during a live mortar-firing exercise on 9 June 2017, using the 81mm (L16)
Mortar, the standard such weapon used by British armed forces. (Photo: UK MoD)
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Light ► Arsenal ► M60CMA
The M60CMA Commando Mortar is a handheld 60mm mortar operated by
one soldier. Length: 815mm Weight: 5.7kg Calibre: 60mm Effective range:
1,600m Rate of fire: 30rpm

Arsenal ► M60MA
The M60MA is a 60mm crew-served light mortar fired from a bipod. The
mortar consists of the barrel, baseplate, bipod and sight unit. Barrel length:
1,000mm Weight: 19.6kg; 6.3kg barrel with breech block, 4.3kg baseplate,
8kg bipod with buffer, 1kg mortar sight Calibre: 60mm Effective range:
3,130m (HE 60MA), 4,060 (HE 60LDMA) Rate of fire: 24rpm (max) Sights:
MUM-706M Feed mechanism: drop-fed

Denel Dynamics ► 60mm M4 Commando Mortar
Denel markets two variants of its M4 60mm Commando Mortar system: M4
Mk 1 and M4L3. Both are handheld mortars designed for use by one person.
The M4 Mk 1 has a clamp-on sight unit, whereas the M4L3 is aimed by using
an adjustable sight strap. The M4 series is in service with the South African
National Defence Force and export customers. Barrel length: 650mm Weight:
7kg (M4 Mk 1); 7.5kg (M4L3) Calibre: 60mm Effective range: 100-2,050m (M4
Mk 1); 100-1,200m (M4L3) Rate of fire: 12rpm

Denel Dynamics ► 60mm M6 Long Range Mortar
The 60mm M6 long-range mortar is a further development of Denel’s M3
81mm mortar. The M6 can fire standard 60mm mortar ammunition and
long-range ammunition specifically developed by Denel. The M6 is in service
with the South African National Defence Force. Barrel length: 1,450mm
Weight: 34kg complete; barrel 12kg; baseplate 7.6kg; bipod 12.9kg; sight
1.4kg Calibre: 60mm Effective range: 100-6,000m Rate of fire: 15rpm
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Elbit Systems ► Soltam C-03 60mm Commando Mortar
The C-03 60mm commando mortar, with a maximum range of 1,000m, has a
trigger mechanism to enable flat-trajectory operation and is operated by one
person. The mortar consists of two steel-made elements – a barrel with range
drum and a spade-type baseplate. The barrel is equipped with a trigger-operated striker. Barrel length: 730mm Weight: 7.1kg Calibre: 60mm Effective
range: 80-1,000m firing M61 bomb series Elevating range: 0-85°

Elbit Systems ► Soltam C-06 60mm Long Range Mortar
Operated by a one- or two-man crew, the C-06 long-range mortar achieves a
maximum range of 4,000m. The mortar consists of three steel elements:
barrel; ‘A’-type bipod; and baseplate. The barrel is equipped with a fixed firing
pin. The triangular-shaped baseplate provides 360° traversing. The sight unit
enables traverse aiming via collimator and indicates the elevation directly
according to the desired range. It also has a mils scale to enable the use of
foreign ammunition types. Barrel length: 940mm Weight: 18kg Calibre:
60mm Effective range: 100-3,200/4,000m firing M61/M38A1 bomb series
Elevating range: 40-85°

Elbit Systems ► Soltam C-06A1 60mm Extended Range Mortar
The C-06A1 extended-range mortar makes use of a split barrel that achieves a
maximum range of 6,000m when firing with both sections and 4,000m when
firing with its lower section. The C-06A1 is operated by two crew members.
The mortar consists of three steel-made elements: barrel in two sections;
‘A’-type bipod; and baseplate. The barrel is equipped with a fixed firing pin.
The triangular-shaped baseplate provides 360° traverse. The sight provides
aiming resolution of 1mil in traverse and elevation. Barrel length:
942/1,492mm Weight: 25kg with full-length barrel, 22kg with lower-section
barrel Calibre: 60mm Effective range: 100-4,000/6,000m firing M38A1/M83
bomb series Elevating range: 40-85°

Elbit Systems ► Soltam C-06A6 60mm Dual-Purpose Mortar
The C-06A6 can be operated conventionally with a ground baseplate, bipod
and sight unit, or in handheld mode, ranging via the range drum, using a
spade-shaped base for lightweight, carried firing missions and flat-trajectory
firing. Switching mode is performed immediately by attaching the spade
base to the breech ball. There are three steel elements: barrel with range
drum; ‘A’-type bipod; and baseplate. The barrel is equipped with a
three-position firing mechanism. The triangular-shaped baseplate provides
360° traversing. The conventional mode sight provides aiming resolution of
1mil in traverse and elevation. Barrel length: 950mm Weight: 20kg
conventional, 10kg handheld Calibre: 60mm Effective range: 100-3,500m
conventional, 100-1,600m commando, firing M61/M38A1 bomb series
Elevating range: 0-85°
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Elbit Systems ► Soltam C-576 60mm Commando Mortar
With a maximum range of 1,600m, the C-576 Commando Mortar can be
operated by one or two crew members. The C-576 mortar consists of two
steel elements: barrel with range drum; and baseplate. The barrel is equipped
with a fixed firing pin. The round baseplate provides 360° traversing. Barrel
length: 560mm Weight: 6.8kg Calibre: 60mm Effective range: 100-1,600m
firing M61 or M38A1 bomb series Elevating range: 40-85°

EXPAL ► 60mm CX Commando Mortar
The Expal 60mm CX Commando Mortar is designed for use by one person.
The handle is designed to be ergonomic and make the carriage and aiming
of the weapon easier. The barrel retaining system is a collar that allows the
gunner to place the sight unit in the most convenient position along the
barrel. The handle includes an LED diode for night operations. An optional kit,
which consists of a shock absorber assembly and a base, allows the mortar to
be fired from a vehicle. The mortar is in service with several countries. Barrel
length: 650mm Weight: 8kg Calibre: 60mm Maximum range: 2,000m

EXPAL ► 60MX Mortar Series
Expal’s 60mm 60MX1 and 60MX2 mortars are designed to be used with a
bipod or in handheld mode using a commando kit, which consists of a
baseplate and handle with a graduated scale and level. Both models can be
provided in different configurations: symmetric or asymmetric bipods; and
breeches with three-position mechanism (safety-trigger-fixed pin) or breeches
with fixed pin for firing by gravity. In commando mode, they can be used with
a vehicle firing kit and both can be integrated in the EXPAL Integrated Mortar
System developed to allow the 81mm MX mortar to be fired from a 4x4
lightweight vehicle. The MX series is in service with several NATO countries.
Barrel length: 1,000mm (60MX1); 650mm (60MX2) Weight: 18kg, 8kg in
commando configuration (60MX1); 20kg, 10kg in commando configuration
(60MX2) Calibre: 60mm Effective range: 3,800m (60MX1); 5,000m (60MX2)

Hirtenberger Defence Europe ► M6 60mm Mortar
The M6 is a bipod mortar with forged barrel made from high-strength steel with
enlarged shock absorbers for damping in extreme conditions. Three different
barrel lengths are available. The R08 mortar sight is used for indirect aiming of
the mortar in azimuth and elevation. The baseplate is drop-forged and made
from a high-strength aluminium alloy with reinforcing ribs. The M6 can be
converted to a handheld commando mortar in less than two minutes. The
conversion kit consists of a handgrip with trigger and baseplate, an aiming device
and carrying belt. The UK acquired the M6 H-895 for use in Afghanistan. The New
Zealand Army will field the M6 in 2017-18. Specifications for M6-640/M6-895/
M6-1000. Length: 742mm/984mm/1,092mm Weight: 22.1kg/23kg/23.5kg
Calibre: 60mm Effective range: bipod 2,872m/3,610m/3,933m; commando
configuration 1,921m/2,100m/2,401m with Hirtenberger HE Mk 2 ammunition
Rate of fire: 30rpm with two crew Ballistic length: 640mm/895mm/1,000mm
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INDIVIDUAL WEAPON ATTACHMENTS
This section covers individual weapon attachments that are currently in production
or in development around the world. It is divided into the following categories:
• day sights
• night sights (image intensifiers)
• night sights (thermal imagers)
• laser pointers
• lights
• suppressors
• fire control systems
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and system designation. The
specifications are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained
by contacting these companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: A soldier reattaches a scope to a machine gun during weapons qualification, as part of the Tropic Lightning Best Warrior
Competition at Schofield Barracks in Hawaii on 9 April 2018. (Photo: US Army)
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DAY SIGHTS
AIMPOINT
3XMag-1
The 3XMag-1 magnifying module is designed for use
with Aimpoint sights and offers the shooter the ability
to engage targets at extended ranges. Combined with
a TwistMount, the 3XMag-1 gives the shooter the ability
to switch from CQB to semi-sniping and back. The
3XMag-1 is suitable for perimeter security and sniper
support missions. It can also be used as a handheld
magnifying monocular for discreet observation and target
identification. Length: 110mm Width: 44mm Height:
41mm Weight: 200g (inc cover) Magnification: 3x Dioptre
adjustment: -3 to +3

6XMag-1

The 6XMag-1 magnifying module is designed for use with
the Micro T-2 red dot sight. This module allows users to
engage targets at extended ranges while using a red dot
sight, and has a variable (-/+3) dioptric setting. Combined
with a TwistMount or FlipMount, the 6XMag-1 gives the
shooter the ability to switch from CQB to semi-sniping
and back quickly. The 6XMag-1 is suitable for perimeter
security and sniper support missions. It can also be used as
a handheld magnifying monocular for discreet observation
and target identification. The 6XMag-1 is encased in a
shock-absorbing protective rubber cover that also provides
ergonomic grip. Length: 151mm Weight: 250g (inc cover)
FOV: 3° Magnification: 6x Dioptre adjustment: -3 to +3

CEU

The Concealed Engagement Unit (CEU) is incorporated
into Aimpoint’s system-of-systems approach. It gives the
user the ability to observe and/or engage a threat from a
concealed or covered position. The CEU rotates from side
to side, so an operator can look around either right- or lefthand corners, over barricades and under vehicles. It can
also be removed in order to return to direct engagement.
Since the CEU does not affect the sight’s point of aim, it
can be passed from one member of a unit to another,
as long as both weapons are outfitted with an Aimpoint
TwistMount. The CEU is a patented system developed by
Australia’s Defence Science and Technology Organisation
as the Off-Axis Viewing Device. Aimpoint has exclusive
rights for production and sales of this system outside of
Australia. Length: 90mm Width: 115mm Height: 40mm
Weight: 130g Eye relief: unlimited Magnification: 1x

CompM3

The CompM3 allows five years of constant-on power
from one battery, NVD compatibility and ruggedness. It
utilises a standard 30mm ring mount. The CompM3 is
compatible with all generations of NVDs, and comes with
a replaceable outer black rubber armour cover, which
protects the sight during transport and operations. This
cover is also available as an accessory in a dark earth
brown colour. The CompM3 is a non-magnifying sight
with unlimited eye relief, allowing rapid target acquisition
and increased first-shot hit probability. Length: 115mm
Width: 62mm Height: 55mm Power: 1x 3V lithium
battery Weight: 220g Battery life: 50,000h continuous
Waterproofing: submersible to 45m
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CompM4/M4s

The US DoD has bought over one million Aimpoint sights
since 1997, and the US Army is now fielding the CompM4s
as the latest version of its M68 Close-Combat Optic. The
CompM4 has a top-mounted battery compartment,
whereas the CompM4s has a low battery compartment,
allowing a more streamlined profile. Both are nonmagnifying sights with unlimited eye relief. CompM4
series sights incorporate ACET technology that provides
up to eight years of continuous use from a single AA
battery. Once turned on, the sight stays on, so the optic is
ready when the shooter needs to use it. There are seven
NVD settings and nine daylight settings. The integrated
mount eliminates the need for a separate ring and can be
customised with vertical and forward spacers to fit different
weapon systems. The standard configuration of the
CompM4 series of sights contains the sight (CompM4/M4s),
a QRP2 mount and a standard AR15 spacer. These sights
also come equipped with a killFlash anti-reflection device
and bikini rubber lens covers. CompM4 series sights are
compatible with all generations of NVDs. Length: 120mm
Width: 72mm Height: 60mm Power: 1x 1.5V AA lithium/
alkaline battery Weight: 268g Magnification: 1x Eye relief:
unlimited Battery life: 80,000h continuous Waterproofing:
submersible to 45m

CompM5

Aimpoint unveiled the CompM5 red dot sight, developed
to meet the requirements of an unspecified customer, at
the September 2017 DSEI exhibition. It features a 2 MOA
dot for close combat and long-distance engagement.
Powered by a single AAA battery and weighing 147gr, the
CompM5 is the most compact optic in the Comp series.
The CompM5 features four NVD settings and six daylight
settings. A single battery provides over five years of constant
use at intensity level seven and more than one year at level
eight. The CompM5 is fully submersible up to 45m, and
is compatible with all generations of NVD and Aimpoint’s
magnifier line. A military grade optical lens system gives the
CompM5 ‘exceptional’ light transmission and dot clarity,
making the sight operationally parallax free, and providing
a crisp, clear dot even under magnification. Length: 83mm
sight only, 85mm configured Width: 40mm Height: 41mm
sight only, 71mm configured Power: 1x AAA 1.5V alkaline
LR03 or lithium FR03 Weight: 148g sight only, 238g
configured Waterproofing: submersible to 45m Operating
temperature range: -45°/+71°C Magnification: 1x Eye relief:
unlimited

Micro T-1

Launched in 2007, the Micro T-1 is an aiming system which
can perform under extreme conditions. It is designed as
a standalone sight, and due to its light weight, it can be
‘piggybacked’ on top of larger magnifying scopes, NV
or thermal imaging optics. The standard configuration
of the Micro T-1 contains the sight, a MIL-STD-1913
Picatinny mount and bikini rubber lens covers. It has four
NV-compatible settings and eight daylight settings. The
Micro T-1 is designed to work with the Aimpoint 3XMag-1
and CEU, as well as NV equipment using the Aimpoint
TwistMount system. It can be used with all generations of
NV devices and ACET technology allows over five years of
constant operation. This is a non-magnifying sight with
unlimited eye relief, allowing fast target acquisition and
increased first-shot hit probability. Applications: rifles,
carbines, shotguns, submachine guns, handguns Length:
62mm Width: 41mm Height: 36mm Power: 1x 3V lithium
151
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Browning machine gun is also available. Length: 175mm
Width: 84mm Height: 81mm Power: 1x 1.5V alkaline/
lithium AA battery Weight: 736g Battery life: 80,000h
continuous Eye relief: unlimited Magnification: 1x

PRO

A redesigned front lens on Aimpoint’s Micro T-2 provides an
increase in clarity and performance properties. (Photo: Aimpoint)

CR2032 battery Weight: 84g; 105g including battery and
mount Eye relief: unlimited Battery life: 50,000h continuous
Magnification: 1x Waterproofing: submersible to 25m

Micro T-2

In 2014, Aimpoint began producing its Micro T-2 red dot
sight which incorporates a number of enhancements
identified by military and law enforcement users. A
redesigned front lens provides an increase in clarity
and performance properties. Other changes include
a sight housing which allows the addition of front
and rear protective flip covers and an anti-reflective
device, additional physical protection for the sight’s
adjustment turrets and increased ruggedness for the
sight’s internal electronic components. The sight has
four NV-compatible settings and eight daylight settings.
The use of ACET technology allows over five years of
constant operation with one battery. As with the Micro
T-1, the Micro T-2 can be used as a standalone sight or
‘piggybacked’ on larger magnifying, thermal or NV optics.
Length: 68mm Width: 41mm Height: 36mm Power:
1x 3V lithium CR2032 battery Weight: 130g including
battery and mount Waterproofing: submersible to 25m
Battery life: 50,000h continuous Magnification: 1x

MPS3

The Aimpoint MPS3 is a passive electronic reflex
collimator sight designed for medium or heavy weapons.
Developed primarily for mounted operations, MPS3 can
be used on land vehicles, helicopters or fast attack boats
and ships. It uses the one-function principle, allowing
the user to concentrate on the target, aim the weapon
with a single red dot and operate the sight controls
as when using a standard sight. The MPS3 features a
manually adjustable reticule brightness control for all
light conditions. As it is compatible with NVDs, the MPS3
can be used 24 hours a day, and the incorporation of
ACET technology provides up to eight years of continuous
use from a single AA battery. The MGMount has been
designed for use with the MPS3. This contains a three-step
ballistic compensator with preset range adjustments at
200, 800 and 1,200m. This ballistic compensation can
be changed by the operator without losing eye contact
with the target, and can be accomplished while wearing
gloves. The MGMount is compatible with MIL-STD-1913
Picatinny rails. A separate QD rail adaptor for the M2
152
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The Patrol Rifle Optic (PRO) is sold as a ‘ready to go’ kit. A
hard-anodised 30mm tube is utilised, enclosing a circuit
that allows the sight to be turned on and left on for up
to three years using a single battery. The sight can be
used with all generations of NVDs. The modular QRP2
mount includes a removable spacer that indexes the
sight at the best height for co-witness with the standard
iron sights on carbine-style weapons. This spacer can
be removed to enable the use of the sight on police
shotguns or submachine guns. A transparent rear lens
cover allows the user to engage a target with the lens
covers closed in an emergency situation. Front and rear
lenses are recessed within the sight body to provide
protection against impact damage, scratches and
fingerprints. A 2MOA red dot allows firing at all distances
and under all environmental conditions, according to
Aimpoint. Length: 115mm Width: 55mm Height: 55mm
Power: 1x 3V lithium DL1/3N battery Weight: 220g
Magnification: 1x Battery life: 30,000h continuous

System-of-Systems

In Aimpoint’s System-of-Systems, the TwistMount
enables accessories such as the 3XMag and CEU to be
fixed behind weapon sights – NVDs of different types
and generations can be added. Since the accessories
are placed behind the red-dot sight, they do not affect
the point of impact. They can be passed from one
member of a unit to another, as long as both weapons
are outfitted with the base of the TwistMount which fits a
MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail.

FLIR SYSTEMS
Armasight MCS
The Armasight MCS (Miniature Collimating Sight) is a
micro LED collimating sight for both-eyes open rapid
target acquisition. The MCS is rugged, lightweight and
designed to mount onto many existing optics as well
as MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny and Weaver-style rails. The
Armasight MCS features a dual reticle pattern: a 3.5
MOA Dot reticle or 20 MOA Ring reticle. The MCS is
compatible with night vision devices. Reticle intensity can
be regulated by an automatic brightness control sensor.
The Armasight MCS features 1.2 MOA/click windage
and 1.5 MOA/click adjustments. A unique optical design
allows for parallax-free ‘always on the centre’ reticle.
The MCS features a pivot lens cover with anti-reflective
coating. Length: 48mm Width: 40mm (Picatinny rail), 44
mm (ACOG) Height: 47mm (Picatinny rail), 52mm (ACOG)
Power: 1x 3V Lithium Battery (CR2032) Weight: 65gr
Magnification: 1x Elevation adjustments: 1 click=1.2 MOA
(36mm at 100m) Battery life: 250h (at max brightness)
Reticle types: red dot and circle (interchangeable)

HARTMAN
MH1
The MH1 is an advanced tactical red dot reflex sight with
a large FOV. It features an ambidextrous wireless IR pushto-transmit button that controls activation and brightness
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of the reticle. Its dual-30° motion sensors only activate the
sight from sleep mode when a shooting movement takes
place. The activation buttons can be used even when
an NVD or magnifier are mounted behind the reflex
sight. The sight uses two batteries, allowing for extended
battery life and easy reachable access. Hartman offers
two types of reticle patterns that have 10 brightness
levels: five for day and five for night. Power: 1x wall socket/
lighter USB rechargeable battery; 1x backup lithium
CR123 battery Weight: 370g Waterproofing: submersible
to 6m Certifications/MIL standard codes: MIL-STD-810F
Mounts: MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail

HENSOLDT OPTRONICS
Hensoldt 3-12x56
Hensoldt developed the 3-12x56 long-range telescopic
sight to deliver performance while maintaining a short
optical system, to allow the attachment of an NV
device. Length: 325mm Width: 94mm Height: 77mm
Power: 1x 3V CR2032 battery to -20°C; or 1x 3V BR2032
battery to -40°C Weight: 800g FOV: 120-34m at 1,000m
Dioptre adjustment: -2.5 to +2 Magnification: 3-12x Exit
pupil: 14.9-4.6mm Reticle types: 2nd image plane, red
illumination Certifications/MIL standard codes: MIL-STD810G Elevation adjustments: 400cm/100m

Hensoldt 3.5-26x56 FF

The 3.5-26x56 long-range telescopic sight has a wide
magnification range for use at short and long ranges.
The adjustment range, which also enables ballistic
compensation at maximum range, is ‘unique’, according
to Hensoldt. The elevation turret provides 18mrad (180
clicks) over two noticeable rotations. To simplify use
in all climate zones, the turret does not stop at 0, but
continues to -5, resulting in a total of 365 clicks. The
sight is optimised for the use of NV devices, with a short
design. Length: 360mm Width: 110mm Height: 95mm
Power: 1x 3V CR2032 battery Weight: 1.3kg Elevation
adjustments: 1cm/100m Reticle types: 1st image plane,
red illumination Magnification: 3.5-26x Certifications/MIL
standard codes: MIL-STD-810G Exit pupil: 9.6-2.2mm
Magnification: 101-14m at 1,000m Certifications/MIL
standard codes: -2.5 to +2

Hensoldt 4-16x56 FF LT

The 4-16x56 FF LT is an improved version of the 4-16x56
FF long-range telescopic sight. The LT variant maintains
the compact and short design, but has redesigned
self-locking turrets. The elevation turret provides ballistic
compensation of 14.5mrad (145 clicks) in one revolution.
With a total adjustment range of 22mrad, the user has
sufficient reserves for zeroing. Length: 334mm Width:
94mm Height: 77mm Power: 1x 3V CR2032 battery to
-20°C; or 1x 3V BR2032 to -40°C Weight: 900g FOV: 8725m at 1,000m Dioptre adjustment: -2.5 to +2 Elevation
adjustments: 224cm/100m Reticle types: 1st focal plane,
red illumination Magnification: 4-16x Certifications/MIL
standard codes: MIL-STD-810G Exit pupil: 13.4-3.5mm

Hensoldt 4x30i

The Hensoldt 4x30i is an intermediate-range scope with
illuminated reticle, suited for use at twilight. Combined
with the Hensoldt NSV 600, the 4x30i provides users
with an FOV of 140m at 1,000m, including at night. It
has six day- and three night-brightness levels. This scope
INFANTRY EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK ISSUE 7
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is available in a 4x30 variant without reticle illumination
and a 4x30rd variant with illuminated red dot. Length:
139mm Width: 65mm Height: 76.5mm Power: 1x 1.23.6V AA battery Weight: 600g FOV: 8° Magnification: 4x
Elevation adjustments: 100cm/100m Eye relief: 65mm
Mounts: MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail Lens diameter:
30mm Certifications/MIL standard codes: MIL-STD-810G
Exit pupil: 7.5mm Reticle types: customised Exit pupil:
7.5mm Dioptre adjustment: fixed -0.5

Hensoldt 6-24x72 SAM

The 6-24x72 SAM is a long-range telescopic scope
in the Hensoldt product line. It allows the user to
see the click values of the top and side turrets, as
well as relevant environmental conditions such as air
pressure and temperature, digitally displayed in the
FOV. The integrated ballistic calculator determines
the required elevation and azimuth correction based
on the given ammunition, range to the target and
current environmental data. As the respective ballistic
values are zeroed and saved separately, different types
of ammunition and calibres can be used without
having to readjust the system. Length: 380mm Width:
94mm Height: 94mm Power: 1x 3V CR2032 battery to
-20°C; or 1x 3V BR2032 battery to -40°C; or 2x CR123
batteries Weight: 1.1kg FOV: 61-17m at 1,000m Exit
pupil: 12-3mm Dioptre adjustment: -2.5 to +2 Elevation
adjustments: 200cm/100m Reticle types: 2nd focal plane,
red illumination Magnification: 6-24x Certifications/MIL
standard codes: MIL-STD-810G

Hensoldt 6x36i

The 6x36i is an enhancement of the Hensoldt 4x30,
optimised for intermediate range. The targeting optic
features higher magnification and longer ranges. It also
sits low on the weapon and is possible to use with a red
dot sight on the CQB rail. Length: 180mm Width: 67mm
Height: 76.5mm Weight: 697g FOV: 5.3° (93m/1,000m)
Certifications/MIL standard codes: MIL-STD-810G Lens
diameter: 36mm Exit pupil: 6mm Eye relief: 65mm Dioptre
adjustment: fixed -0.5 Elevation adjustments: 70cm/100m
Mounts: MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail Magnification: 6x

Hensoldt RSA-S Reflex Sight

The RSA-S is a compact collimator reflex sight designed
for fast reaction and close-quarters combat at short
ranges. It is watertight and resistant to jolts and vibrations.
The RSA-S is designed for two-eye operation and is
controlled via one button. The hybrid power supply
incorporates a solar panel and automatically switches to
battery operation if there is insufficient light to power the
sight. The brightness of the red dot adapts automatically
to ambient light conditions, but can also be adjusted
manually. The Hensoldt VGN 3x magnifying adapter can
be used with the RSA-S for reconnaissance and targeting
at longer distances. Length: 63.5mm (RSA-S); 106mm
(VGN 3x) Power: 1x 3V CR2032 battery or solar cell Weight:
100g (RSA-S); 270g (VGN 3x) FOV: 70m at 1,000m (VGN
3x) Eye relief: unlimited (RSA-S); 55mm (VGN 3x) Elevation
adjustments: 120cm/100m (RSA-S) Mounts: Picatinny rail
Certifications/MIL standard codes: MIL-STD-810G Targeting
range: 200m Magnification: 1x (RSA-S); 3x (VGN 3x)

Hensoldt Spotter 45/60

The Spotter 60 features a Mil-dot reticle with continuously
adjustable illumination which is congruent with the high
magnification level. The Spotter 45 has a lower variable
153
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COMBAT BODY ARMOUR
This section covers combat body armour and load carriage equipment, which is
increasingly integrated into body armour, that is currently in production or in development
around the world. It is divided into the following categories:
• helmets
• goggles
• ballistic vests and plates
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and designation within the categories.
The specifications are those supplied by the OEM. Further information can be obtained by
contacting companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: An army sergeant loads a magazine into her vest during the 200th Military Police Command’s Best Warrior Competition at
Fort Hunter Liggett, California, on 16 April 2018. (Photo: US Army)
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HELMETS
ARMORSOURCE
Ballistic Helmets
ArmorSource offers a range of ballistic helmets for
military troops, including PASGT and ACH models. All
helmets are available in sizes S, M, L and XL. Weight: 1.21.6kg depending on model and size Protection level: NIJ
Level IIIA Colours: Foliage Green, Olive Green, Tan, Black,
Coyote Brown

LJD Aire

According to the company, the LJD Aire is the lightest
ballistic helmet available in the defence market, with
a weight reduction of 40% compared to ‘traditional’
helmets. The ACH/MICH-shaped helmet provides
protection against a range of small fragments and
handgun bullets. It is available in regular-, mid- and highcut models. Weight: 850g Colours: Foliage Green, Olive
Green, Black, Tan, Coyote Brown Protection level: NIJ
Level IIIA Material: polyethylene composites

BAE SYSTEMS
Ballistic Helmets
BAE Systems and its legacy businesses have been
manufacturing combat helmets for the US Army,
USMC and other armed forces for more than 30 years.
More than 1 million helmets have been produced and
delivered. The US Army’s Advanced Combat Helmet
(ACH) and Combat Vehicle Crewman helmet, along with
the USMC’s Personnel Armor System for Ground Troops
(PASGT) helmet and Lightweight Helmet are among the
products BAE Systems produce. The design of the Warrior
Helmet line provides the user with increased aural
perception and does not interfere with a body armour
system. Warrior helmets are available in mid- and highcut models. All of the ballistic helmets feature a pad-fit
suspension system and a four-point chin strap. They
are compatible with NVGs and offered in customised
configurations, including mounts and accessory rails, in
sizes S to XL. Suspension and Retention Upgrade Kits
allow the wearer to enhance the comfort and protection
level of the helmet. BAE Systems is also manufacturing
helmet sensors, Headborne Energy Analysis and
Diagnostic Systems (HEADS), for the US Army. Weight:
1.2-1.8kg (size M) Protection level: NIJ Level IIIA

BCB INTERNATIONAL
ACH
The Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH) features a fourpoint adjustable harness system and crown mesh
internal suspension system for improved airflow and
standoff from the wearer’s head. The closure system is a
quick-release stud or buckle. Material: Kevlar Aramid

PASGT

BCB produces a composite, one-piece Kevlar/Aramid-fibre
helmet in the US Army’s Personnel Armor System for
Ground Troops (PASGT) style. It offers ballistic protection
from fragmentation munitions to the head and temple.
The PASGT helmet features a cradle harness and two-point
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chin strap. A pad, retention strap and liner are available
for increased stability and protection during airborne
operations. BCB can supply camouflage covers in various
designs. Weight: 1.4kg (Small), 1.9kg (Large) Protection
level: NIJ Level IIIA; 9mm Material: Kevlar Aramid

BJTYZ
Doyentronex Bulletproof Helmet
The ZK series of bulletproof helmets are made of
Doyentronex UHMWPE-fibre bulletproof UD fabric. The
helmets are impact- and UV-resistant, waterproof and
lightweight. A range of sizes and colours are available.
Weight: 0.1-1.5kg Protection level: NIJ Level IIIA Material:
Doyentronex

CERADYNE
Enhanced Combat Helmet
Ceradyne’s 3M produces the joint service Enhanced
Combat Helmet (ECH) for the US DoD and had supplied
over 100,000 ECHs by May 2016, with production
ongoing. The ECH is manufactured using ultra high
molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE), replacing the
previously used resin-impregnated para-aramids of the
Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH). The use of UHMWPE
has increased the ballistic and fragmentation protection
of the ECH beyond the protection capabilities of the
fielded ACH, while maintaining a similar weight. The
ECH features a pre-drilled NVD bracket hole. It includes
modular, flame-retardant, moisture-resistant pads that
act as a suspension system providing impact protection
to the wearer’s head. The ECH comes equipped with
the Improved Retention System (IRS) which provides
improved fit and stability as well as ease of adjustment
due to the IRS’s adjustment slides. The ECH is fielded
with the ballistic nape pad which attaches onto the
retention system to the rear of the ECH. Protection level:
NIJ Level IIIA; STANAG 2920

GARANTI GIYIM
Ballistic Protective Helmets
Garanti manufactures ballistic protective helmets in
PASGT and ACH styles in three sizes. The helmets feature
a fastening belt and shock-absorbing system to minimise
impact to the head. Garanti supplies body armour
and helmets to the Turkish Armed Forces and Turkish
National Police.

GENTEX
ACH
The Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH) is designed to
meet performance and configuration requirements
of the US Army, providing increased ballistic and
impact protection with less weight than the PASGT.
The ACH features a pre-drilled NVG bracket hole; the
profile is designed to enhance situational awareness
and interface with weapon sights and other military
accessories. The helmet has a four-point H-style
retention system that provides added stability and
reduces forward rotation compared to the PASGT’s
two-point system. The helmet suspension is made of
seven water-resistant pads that provide blunt impact
191
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protection. The ACH is available in four sizes: S to XL.
Weight: 1.3-1.75kg Colours: Foliage Green

Material: Aramid bound in thermoplastic resin matrix
Protection level: NIJ Level IIIA

Lightweight ACH

Sonic 2 Paratac

The USMC Lightweight Advanced Combat Helmet
(ACH) meets performance and configuration
requirements of the US Army for ballistics, impact
and retention, but has an 8% weight reduction over
the standard ACH while providing the same level of
performance. The helmet is tested against specification
AR/PD 10-02 Rev A. The Lightweight ACH features an
X-style nape pad and four-point retention system. It is
available in five sizes: XS to XL.

GLÁGIO DO BRASIL
GB 83 Helmet
The GB 83 helmet is the same shape as the US ACH and
provides protection against 9mm ammunition. It features
an internal suspension system which consists of seven
water-resistant cushions for blunt impact protection.
The lightweight helmet has a four-point adjustment
system and is compatible with communication and NV
equipment. The GB 83 is available in a boltless version.
Weight: 1.2kg Protection level: NIJ 0106.01/0108.01
Chinstrap adjustability: H style Material: Aramid

PASGT

The PASGT helmet provides protection against 9mm
ammunition. It features an internal suspension system
that consists of seven water-resistant cushions for
blunt impact protection. The lightweight helmet has
a four-point adjustment system and is compatible
with communication and NV equipment. The GB 83 is
available in a boltless version. Weight: 1.4kg Protection
level: NIJ Level IIIA - 0106.01/0108.01 Material: Aramid

GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL & DEFENCE
SOLUTIONS
Ballistic Helmet
The Ballistic Helmet from GIDS protects the user from
bullets and fragments and features balanced weight
distribution for comfort. The construction of its inner
suspension means that a gap is present between the
head and shell, which minimises the effect of blunt
trauma. The helmet includes an adjustable headband
and chinstrap assembly. Weight: 1.36-1.6kg Protection
level: BH A140, BH A150, SBH 400

IMPERIAL ARMOUR
PASGT
The PASGT general-purpose helmet is lightweight and
can be worn for extensive periods of time with comfort,
even in adverse conditions. It has a conformal shape, low
bulk and mass and a durable finish. The edge is covered
in low-profile neoprene rubber extrusion. The adjustable
harness system can be released and removed. The nape
pad is adjustable to accommodate a variety of head
lengths, whilst also providing security of fit and resisting
roll-off during periods of high activity. The three-point
chin strap produces optimum retention. The PASGT
helmet is available in sizes M and L; the harness adjusts to
accommodate smaller or larger head sizes. Weight: 1.3kg
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The Sonic 2 Paratac ballistic helmet features a conformal
shape and durable finish. The edge is covered by
low-profile neoprene rubber extrusion. The harness
incorporates a crown pad for comfort, while a covered
leather pad is fitted at the brow for perspiration
absorption and comfort. The nape pad is adjustable to
accommodate different head lengths; this also provides
security of fit and resists roll-off during periods of high
activity. A three-point chinstrap is used and the helmet
incorporates sufficient adjustment to allow for gas masks.
The Paratac helmet is available in size L; the harness
adjusts to accommodate smaller or larger head sizes.
Material: aramids Protection level: NIJ Level IIIA

MARS ARMOR
PASGT
The PASGT helmet features a three-point harness system
with quick-release catch. It is available in sizes S, M and
L. Weight: 1.38kg (S); 1.45kg (M); 1.5kg (L) Protection
level: V50=550/600/620/650m/s; V0:9mm Parabellum,
436±10m/s; to STANAG 2920, NIJ 0106.01 Material:
Aramid Colours: Olive Green, Black, Blue and Desert
Yellow

MICAPLY
ACH
Micaply produces a helmet to the ACH design developed
for the US Army to replace its PASGT. The ACH provides
better ballistic and impact protection with less weight.
It has a four-point retention system and seven-pad
suspension system for stability and impact resistance.
Micaply can supply helmets in various sizes, colours and
textures to meet customer requirements. Protection level:
NIJ Level II, IIA, IIIA or NATO STANAG 2920

MICH

Micaply produces a helmet to the MICH (Modular
Integrated Communications Helmet) design developed
by the US Army. It is designed to provide comfort by
using a four-point retention system and impact resistance
using a seven-pad suspension. The MICH is available with
a night-vision mount and visor. It is available in various
sizes, colours and textures to meet user requirements.
Protection level: NIJ Level II, IIA, IIIA or STANAG 2920

PASGT

Micaply produces a helmet to the PASGT design
developed for the US DoD. It is designed to provide
comfort by using a four-point retention system and
impact resistance by using a seven-pad suspension. The
size, colour and texture of the helmet can be customised
to meet customer specifications. Protection level: NIJ
Level II, IIA, IIIA or NATO STANAG 2920

MKU
Communication Helmet
Communication Helmets are designed to facilitate
communication in noisy environments and protect
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GUIDE TO SUPPLIERS
This section lists key companies supplying goods, services and equipment to the
infantry equipment industry worldwide.
The section is separated into two listings, by product then by supplier.
Products are listed alphabetically with suppliers and their location under each.
Supplier listings from p211 are shown alphabetically and include:
• Company address
• Email and website addresses
• Telephone and fax numbers
• Contact names
Highlighted listings also include the company’s logo and a summary of activity.
To update a listing or submit new information, email please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com.

ABOVE: A Norwegian soldier mounts his sniper rifle on a tripod at the precision marksmanship event at the 7th Army Training
Command’s Grafenwoehr Training Area in July 2018. (Photo: US Army)
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PRODUCTS
Armour – body
armour, plates

Åkers Krutbruk Protection
(SWEDEN)
Allen-Vanguard Canada
(CANADA)
Allen-Vanguard UK (UK)
Alpha Design Technologies
(INDIA)
ArmorWorks (USA)
Armour of America (USA)
BCA Ballistic Protection
(BRAZIL)
BCB International (UK)
Blackhawk (USA)
Body Armour Recycler
(FRANCE)
Bullet Proofing Technology
(SOUTH AFRICA)
Ceradyne (USA)
CeramTec-ETEC (GERMANY)
CoorsTek (USA)
Crye Precision (USA)
Daniel Technologies
(IRELAND)
DSM Dyneema
(NETHERLANDS)
DuPont Protection
Technologies (USA)
EnGarde Body Armor
(NETHERLANDS)
Enhanced Protection
Systems (UK)
FMS Enterprises Migun
(ISRAEL)
Garanti Giyim (TURKEY)
GEIM (FRANCE)
GK Pro (FRANCE)
Glágio do Brasil (BRAZIL)
Global Industrial &
Defence Solutions (GIDS)
(PAKISTAN)
Ideal Innovations (USA)
IMI Rocket Systems Division
(RSD) (ISRAEL)
IMI Systems (ISRAEL)
Imperial Armour
(SOUTH AFRICA)
Intelligent Armour (UK)
J-Forces (INDONESIA)
Jack Ellis Body Protection
(UK)
KDH Defense Systems (USA)
Kintex (BULGARIA)
Leison (CHINA)
Lior Textile Industries
(ISRAEL)
MAE Group International
(USA)
Marom Dolphin (ISRAEL)
MARS Armor (BULGARIA)
MKU (INDIA)
Morgan Advanced Materials
Composites and Defence
Systems (UK)
Point Blank Enterprises
(USA)

Rafael Advanced Defense
Systems (ISRAEL)
Rheinmetall (GERMANY)
Rontan (BRAZIL)
Skydex Technologies (USA)
Stimpex (ROMANIA)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)
Teijin Aramid
(NETHERLANDS)
TenCate Advanced Armor
(USA)
Thorax (SOUTH AFRICA)
TYR Tactical (USA)
US Cavalry (USA)
Verseidag Ballistic
Protection (FINLAND)
VestGuard UK (UK)
YF Protector (CHINA)
Zebra Armour
(SOUTH AFRICA)

Associations

ABIMDE – Associação
Brasileira das Indústrias
de Materiais de Defesa e
Segurança (BRAZIL)
ADS Group (UK)
Canadian Association
of Defence & Security
Industries (CANADA)
GICAT – French Land
Defence Manufacturers
Association (FRANCE)
National Defense Industrial
Association (USA)

Camouflage

BCB International (UK)
Camouflage Store (UK)
GMA Cover Corp (USA)
Marom Dolphin (ISRAEL)
MMI Outdoor (USA)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)

CBRN protection

Allen-Vanguard Canada
(CANADA)
Allen-Vanguard UK (UK)
Alpha Design Technologies
(INDIA)
Avon Protection (UK)
Battelle Memorial Institute
(USA)
CamelBak Products (USA)
CANVS (USA)
Daniel Technologies
(IRELAND)
Garanti Giyim (TURKEY)
General Dynamics UK (UK)
Gentex (USA)
HDT Global (USA)
J. Blaschke Wehrtechnik
(AUSTRIA)
Kärcher Futuretech
(GERMANY)
Lior Textile Industries
(ISRAEL)
MKEK (TURKEY)
Ordnance Factory Board
(INDIA)
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Rheinmetall (GERMANY)
Sanmina (USA)
Smiths Detection (USA)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)

Clothing – protective
clothing, uniforms

ADS (USA)
Allen-Vanguard Canada
(CANADA)
Allen-Vanguard UK (UK)
Armadillo Merino (UK)
Aspen International (UK)
BCB International (UK)
Beechwood Equipment (UK)
Blackhawk (USA)
Condor Outdoor Products
(USA)
Crye Precision (USA)
Daniel Technologies
(IRELAND)
Eagle Industries Unlimited
(USA)
Elite Defense (USA)
Elite Survival Systems (USA)
GK Pro (FRANCE)
Intelligent Armour (UK)
Kärcher Futuretech
(GERMANY)
Leison (CHINA)
Lior Textile Industries
(ISRAEL)
MAE Group International
(USA)
Marck (FRANCE)
Marom Dolphin (ISRAEL)
Med-Eng (CANADA)
Milliken & Company (USA)
MMI Outdoor (USA)
Ordnance Factory Board
(INDIA)
Polartec (USA)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)
Thorax (SOUTH AFRICA)
Umarex (GERMANY)
US Cavalry (USA)
VestGuard UK (UK)
W.L. Gore & Associates (USA)

Consultancy/support

CACI International (USA)
CANVS (USA)
Concurrent Technologies
Corporation (USA)
Ideal Innovations (USA)
Janus Global Operations
(USA)
Leidos (USA)
SRI International (USA)
Tekever (PORTUGAL)
Whitney, Bradley & Brown
(USA)

Containers,
rucksacks, bags

Aspen International (UK)
BCB International (UK)
Blackhawk (USA)
CamelBak Products (USA)
Colt Canada (CANADA)

PRODUCTS

Condor Outdoor Products
(USA)
Daniel Technologies
(IRELAND)
Eagle Industries Unlimited
(USA)
Elite Defense (USA)
Elite Survival Systems (USA)
Intelligent Armour (UK)
LV Equipment
(NETHERLANDS)
MAE Group International
(USA)
Marom Dolphin (ISRAEL)
MMI Outdoor (USA)
Mystery Ranch (USA)
Pelican Products (USA)
Skedco (USA)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)
TYR Tactical (USA)
US Cavalry (USA)
Zero Manufacturing (USA)

EOD equipment

Allen-Vanguard Canada
(CANADA)
Allen-Vanguard UK (UK)
Armour of America (USA)
EXPAL (SPAIN)
Hensoldt Sensors
(GERMANY)
Med-Eng (CANADA)
Morgan Advanced Materials
Composites and Defence
Systems (UK)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)
Verseidag Ballistic
Protection (FINLAND)

Eyewear/goggles

Alpha Design Technologies
(INDIA)
Aspen International (UK)
BCB International (UK)
Enhanced Protection
Systems (UK)
ESS (USA)
Gentex (USA)
Intelligent Armour (UK)
MAE Group International
(USA)
Oakley (USA)
Radar Leather Division
(ITALY)
Revision Military (USA)
Smith Optics (USA)
Tactical-Trading (UAE)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)
US Cavalry (USA)
Wiley X (USA)

Footwear

ADS (USA)
Arroyo (BRAZIL)
Bates Footwear (USA)
Blackhawk (USA)
Condor Outdoor Products
(USA)
Danner (USA)
Elite Survival Systems (USA)
205
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GLOVES

GK Pro (FRANCE)
HAIX North America (USA)
Imperial Armour
(SOUTH AFRICA)
Intelligent Armour (UK)
Leison (CHINA)
Oakley (USA)
Tactical-Trading (UAE)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)
Thorax (SOUTH AFRICA)
Umarex (GERMANY)
US Cavalry (USA)
W.L. Gore & Associates (USA)
YDS Boots (TURKEY)

Revision Military (USA)
Savox (FINLAND)
Šestan-Busch (CROATIA)
Stimpex (ROMANIA)
Surrey Hi-Tech (CHINA)
Tactical-Trading (UAE)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)
VestGuard UK (UK)
YF Protector (CHINA)
Zebra Armour
(SOUTH AFRICA)

Inspection/detection

Aspen International (UK)
BCB International (UK)
CamelBak Products (USA)
DSM Dyneema
(NETHERLANDS)
GK Pro (FRANCE)
Leison (CHINA)
MKU (INDIA)
Oakley (USA)
Surrey Hi-Tech (CHINA)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)
VestGuard UK (UK)
W.L. Gore & Associates (USA)
Wiley X (USA)
YF Protector (CHINA)

Allen-Vanguard Canada
(CANADA)
Allen-Vanguard UK (UK)
Civil Defence Supply (UK)
Daniel Technologies
(IRELAND)
FLIR Systems (USA)
FLIR Systems (UK) (UK)
General Dynamics UK (UK)
McQ (USA)
POC – Physical Optics (USA)
QinetiQ North America (USA)
Raytheon BBN
Technologies (USA)
Safran Vectronix
(SWITZERLAND)
Smiths Detection (USA)
ULIS (FRANCE)

Helmets

Knives

Gloves

Aero Innovations
(PHILIPPINES)
Allen-Vanguard Canada
(CANADA)
Allen-Vanguard UK (UK)
ArmorSource (USA)
Beechwood Equipment (UK)
BJTYZ (CHINA)
Ceradyne (USA)
Civil Defence Supply (UK)
Crye Precision (USA)
EnGarde Body Armor
(NETHERLANDS)
FMS Enterprises Migun
(ISRAEL)
Garanti Giyim (TURKEY)
Gentex (USA)
Glágio do Brasil (BRAZIL)
Global Industrial &
Defence Solutions (GIDS)
(PAKISTAN)
Glomex Military Supplies
(CZECH REPUBLIC)
Harsh Environmental Applied
Technologies (USA)
Imperial Armour
(SOUTH AFRICA)
J-Forces (INDONESIA)
Leison (CHINA)
MARS Armor (BULGARIA)
Micaply (ITALY)
MKU (INDIA)
Morgan Advanced Materials
Composites and Defence
Systems (UK)
MSA France (FRANCE)
Ops-Core (USA)
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Benchmade Knife (USA)
Beretta (ITALY)
Blackhawk (USA)
Browning (USA)
Colt Canada (CANADA)
Daniel Technologies
(IRELAND)
Elite Survival Systems (USA)
Gerber Gear (USA)
GK Pro (FRANCE)
Glock (AUSTRIA)
Kalashnikov Concern (RUSSIA)
Leatherman Tool Group
(USA)
MAE Group International
(USA)
McMillan Group
International (USA)
Ontario Knife Company
(USA)
Remington Arms (USA)
Skedco (USA)
Spyderco (USA)
SureFire (USA)
Tactical-Trading (UAE)
TAR Ideal Concepts
(ISRAEL)
US Cavalry (USA)

Laser pointers/
rangefinders

Adams Industries (USA)
Advanced Defense Systems,
Inc (ADS) (USA)
Armasight (USA)
Aspen International (UK)
ATN (USA)

Aurora Tactical (USA)
Battelle Memorial Institute
(USA)
BE Meyers (USA)
CTC Defense (USA)
FN Herstal (BELGIUM)
Fotona (SLOVENIA)
Ge-Ha (GERMANY)
GEIM (FRANCE)
Hensoldt Optronics (Pty) Ltd
(SOUTH AFRICA)
Instro Precision (UK)
Jenoptik Advanced Systems
(USA)
L3 Advanced Laser Systems
Technology (USA)
L3 Warrior Sensor Systems
(USA)
LaRue Tactical (USA)
Leonardo Land & Naval
Defence Electronics (ITALY)
MAE Group International
(USA)
N-Vision Optics (USA)
Newcon Optik (CANADA)
Night Optics USA (USA)
Night Vision Experts (USA)
Nightline (USA)
Nivisys (USA)
Optics 1 (USA)
Rheinmetall (GERMANY)
Rheinmetall Nordic
(NORWAY)
Rheinmetall Soldier
Electronics (GERMANY)
Safran Electronics &
Defense (FRANCE)
Safran Vectronix
(SWITZERLAND)
SIG Sauer (USA)
Steiner Defense (USA)
Tactical-Trading (UAE)
Thermal Beacon (ISRAEL)
Thomas Jacks (UK)
Transvaro Elektron (TURKEY)
US Night Vision (USA)

Lights

Adams Industries (USA)
ADS (USA)
Adventure Lights (CANADA)
Aeronautical & General
Instruments (UK)
Aspen International (UK)
BCB International (UK)
Blackhawk (USA)
Browning (USA)
CAA Industries (ISRAEL)
Civil Defence Supply (UK)
Consolite Technology (UK)
Cyalume Technologies Inc
(USA)
Cyalume Technologies SAS
(FRANCE)
Daniel Technologies
(IRELAND)
Elite Defense (USA)
Emissive Energy (USA)
Energizer Hard Case
Tactical (USA)

Gerber Gear (USA)
GK Pro (FRANCE)
Hoffman Engineering (USA)
LaRue Tactical (USA)
Leupold & Stevens (USA)
MAE Group International
(USA)
Meprolight (ISRAEL)
Night Optics USA (USA)
Night Vision Experts (USA)
Own the Night (Lceo LLC)
(USA)
Pelican Products (USA)
Phantom Products (USA)
Rheinmetall (GERMANY)
SCHOTT UK (UK)
Seitz Scientific Industries
(USA)
SIG Sauer (USA)
Streamlight (USA)
SureFire (USA)
Tactical-Trading (UAE)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)
Thomas Jacks (UK)
Umarex (GERMANY)
US Cavalry (USA)

Medical supplies/
equipment

ADS (USA)
BCB International (UK)
HDT Global (USA)
MAE Group International
(USA)
Meridian Medical
Technologies (USA)
North American Rescue
(USA)
Rheinmetall (GERMANY)
Sawyer Products (USA)
Skedco (USA)
SP Services (UK)
TAR Ideal Concepts (ISRAEL)
US Cavalry (USA)

Optics – electro-optics,
night vision

Acal BFi UK (UK)
Adams Industries (USA)
Allen-Vanguard UK (UK)
Armasight (USA)
Artemis Optical (UK)
Aselsan (TURKEY)
Aspect Technology &
Equipment (USA)
ATN (USA)
Aurora Tactical (USA)
BAE Systems (UK)
BAE Systems Electronic
Systems (USA)
BCB International (UK)
BE Meyers (USA)
Beechwood Equipment (UK)
BelOMA – Belarusian
Optical & Mechanical
Association (BELARUS)
Bertin Technologies
(FRANCE)
Bharat Electronics (INDIA)
Britannia 2000 (UK)
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SUPPLIERS
ABIMDE – Associação Brasileira
das Indústrias de Materiais de
Defesa e Segurança
Avenida Paulista, 460/17º andar,
Conjunto B, Bela Vista,
SP, 01310-000, BRAZIL
abimde@abimde.org.br
www.abimde.org.br
Tel: +55 11 3170 1860
Abrams Airborne
Manufacturing Inc.
3735 N. Romero Road,
Tuscan, AZ 85705, USA
info@abrams.com
www.abrams.com
Tel: +1 520 887 1727 Fax: 293 8807
Acal BFi UK
3 The Business Centre, Molly
Millars Lane, Wokingham,
Berkshire, RG41 2EY, UK
sales-uk@acalbfi.co.uk
www.acalbfi.com/uk
Tel: +44 1189 788 878 Fax: 776 095
Accuracy International
PO Box 81, Portsmouth, PO3 5SJ, UK
ai@accuracyinternational.org
www.accuracyinternational.com
Tel: +44 23 9267 1225
Fax: 9269 1852
Action Target
PO Box 636, Provo, UT 84603, USA
militarysales@actiontarget.com
www.actiontarget.com
Tel: +1 801 377 8033
Fax: 377 8096
Robin Hansen, VP Global Sales
Adams Industries
P.O. Box 641413,
Los Angeles, CA 90064, USA
sales@adamsindustries.com
www.adamsindustries.com
Tel: +1 310 472 3017
Chris Adams, Pres

Advanced Defense
Systems, Inc (ADS)
220 Daniel Webster Highway,
Merrimack, NH 03054, USA
gadamakos@ads-inc.com
www.ads-inc.com
Tel: +1 603 595 5169 Fax: 595 5175
George Adamakos, Dir Bus Dev

Air Target Sweden
Österögatan 1,
164 40 Kista, SWEDEN
info@airtarget.se
www.airtarget.com
Tel: +46 8 730 2233
Fax: 730 3424
Christer Nyberg, Sales Mgr

Adventure Lights
444 Beaconsfield Boulevard,
Suite 201, Beaconsfield,
QC, H9W 4C1, CANADA
https://adventurelights.com
Tel: +1 514 694 8477 Fax: 694 2353

Airborne Systems North America
5800 Magnolia Avenue,
Pennsauken, NJ 08109, USA
http://airborne-sys.com
Tel: +1 856 663 1275
Fax: 663 8146

AEI Systems
1 Kings Ride Park, Ascot,
Berkshire, SL5 8AP, UK
sales@aei-systems.com
http://aei-systems.com
Tel: +44 1344 636200
Fax: +44 1344 636205

Åkers Krutbruk Protection
P.O BOX 84, 647 05 Åkers
Styckebruk, SWEDEN
info@akerskrutbruk.se
www.akerskrutbruk.se
Tel: +46 159 366 00
Fax: 307 28
Peter Servin, CEO

Aero Innovations
PO Box 80223, Davao City,
8000, PHILIPPINES
info@aero-innovations.com
http://aero-innovations.com
Tel: +63 927 660 1530
Trevor Norris, MD/CEO
Aeronautical & General Instruments
Fleets Point, Willis Way,
Poole, Dorset, BH15 3SS, UK
sales@agiltd.co.uk www.agiltd.co.uk
Tel: +44 1202 685 661 Fax: 685 670
Mark Beisley, Bus Mgr Naval Avn
Agencija Alan
Nike Grškovića 15,
10000 Zagreb, CROATIA
export.dep1@aalan.hr
www.aalan.hr
Tel: +385 1 378 0802 Fax: 378 0838
AIM Infrarot-Module
Theresienstraße 2, 74072
Heilbronn, GERMANY
info@aim-ir.com www.aim-ir.com
Tel: +49 7131 6212 0 Fax: 6212 929
Herbert Korf, MD

ADS
Lynnwood Plaza,
621 Lynnhaven Parkway,
Suite 400, Virginia Beach,
VA 23452, USA
https://adsinc.com
Tel: +1 866 845 3012

Aimpoint AB
Jägershillgatan 15,
213 75 Malmö, SWEDEN
info@aimpoint.se
www.aimpoint.com
Tel: +46 40 671 5020
Jonas Ardemalm, Dir Sales & Mktg

ADS Group
Salamanca Square, 9 Albert
Embankment, London, SE1 7SP, UK
www.adsgroup.org.uk
Tel: +44 20 7091 4500
Fax: 7091 4545
Paul Everitt, Chief Exec

Aimpoint Inc
7309 Gateway Court,
Manassas, VA 20109, USA
info@aimpoint.com
https://us.aimpoint.com
Tel: +1 703 263 9795 Fax: 263 9463
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SUPPLIERS

Alion Science and Technology
1750 Tysons Boulevard, Suite 1300,
McLean, VA 22102, USA
www.alionscience.com
Tel: +1 703 918 4480
Bruce Samuelsen, Sr VP
Allen-Vanguard Canada
2405 St. Laurent Boulevard,
Suite K, Ottawa, ON,
K1G 5B4, CANADA
es.info@allenvanguard.com
www.allenvanguard.com
Tel: +1 613 739 9646
Allen-Vanguard UK
Allen House (Unit 100 A & B),
Alexandra Way, Ashchurch
Business Centre, Tewkesbury,
Gloucestershire, GL20 8TD, UK
es.sales@allenvanguard.com
www.allenvanguard.com
Tel: +44 1684 851 100
Alpha Design Technologies
09, Interface Accolade Building,
HAL II stage, Doopanahalli, Indira
Nagar, Bangalore 560 008, INDIA
alphacorp@adtl.co.in
www.adtl.co.in
Tel: +91 80 4255 6909
Fax: 2521 6541
Col. Vivek Uberoy, GM (Mktg)
Archer – Radom Arms Factory LLC
ul. Grobickego 23,
26-617 Radom, POLAND
marketing@fabrykabroni.pl
http://fabrykabroni.pl
Tel: +48 48 38 99 100
Fax: +48 48 38 99 334
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SUPPLIERS

CA

CAA Industries
PO Box 8617, 1 Ha’Bonim St.,
Industrial Estate, Qiryat-Gat,
8258201, ISRAEL
info@caagearup.com
https://caagearup.com
Tel: +972 8 8520034
Fax: 8520050
Mikey Hartman, CEO
CACI International
1100 North Glebe Road,
Arlington, VA 22201, USA
jbrown@caci.com
www.caci.com
Tel: +1 703 841 7800
Fax: 841 7882
Jody Brown, Exec VP Corp Comms
CAE
8585 Côte-de-Liesse,
Saint-Laurent, QC,
H4T 1G6, CANADA
www.cae.com
Tel: +1 514 341 6780
Chris Stellwag, Dir Mktg Comms
CamelBak Products
2000 South McDowell Boulevard,
Suite 200, Petaluma,
CA 94954, USA
product@camelbak.com
www.camelbak.com
Tel: +1 707 792 9700
Fax: 665 9231
Camouflage Store
264 Torquay Road, Paignton,
Devon, TQ3 2EZ, UK
sales@camouflage-store.com
www.camouflage-store.com
Tel: +44 1803 552899
Canadian Association of Defence
& Security Industries
300-251 Laurier Avenue West,
Ottawa, ON, K1P 5J6,
CANADA
cadsi@defenceandsecurity.ca
www.defenceandsecurity.ca
Tel: +1 613 235 5337
Fax: 235 0784

Canik

Samsun Yurt Savunma A.S,
Sabanoglu OSB Mahallesi Ulubatli
Caddesi No:2B/B, 55330 Tekkekoy,
Samsun, TURKEY
info@canikarms.com
www.canikarms.com
Tel: +90 (362) 266 66 71
Fax:+90 (362) 266 66 72

Canik’s TP Series has been
awarded the status of the
National Pistol of Turkey and is in
service with many military and
law enforcement units around the
world. The company was founded
in 1998, and besides pistols, Canik
also manufactures rocket/missile
and aviation systems. 75 percent
of Turkey’s pistol exports per year
is Canik products, and Canik is
the eighth biggest exporter to the
USA in the world. Florida-based
Canik-USA also manufactures the
sub-compact product line in its
Vermont facility, in partnership
with Century Arms.
CANVS
1172 South Dixie Highway,
Suite 364, Coral Gables,
FL 33146-2918, USA
jon@canvs.com
www.canvs.com
Jonathan Alexander Walkenstein,
CEO & Pres
Capco
1328 Winters Ave,
Grand Junction,
CO 81501, USA
info@capcoinc.com
www.capcoinc.com
Tel: +1 970 243 8750
Caracal International
Tawazun Industrial Park,
Al Ajban, Abu Dhabi, UAE
info@caracal.ae
www.caracal.ae
Tel: +971 2 201 5222
Fax: 2015 223
CBC
Avenida Humberto de Campos
3220, Guapituba, 09426-900
Ribeirão Pires – SP, BRAZIL
http://intl.cbc.com.br
Tel: +55 11 2139 8446
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Central Design and Research
Bureau of Sporting and Hunting
Weapons (TsKIB SOO)
Krasnoarmeysky Avenue, 17,
Tula, 300041, RUSSIA
tulatskib@tula.net
www.tulatskib.ru
Tel: +7 4872 32 0400
Century Arms
430 South Congress Avenue,
Suite 1A, Delray Beach,
FL 33445, USA
support@centuryarms.com
www.centuryarms.com
Ceradyne
3169 Red Hill Avenue,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626, USA
http://solutions.3m.com
Tel: +1 800 367 8905
CeramTec-ETEC
An der Burg Sülz 17, 53797
Lohmar, GERMANY
www.ceramtec-etec.de
Tel: +49 2205 9200 0
Fax: 9200 144
Česká zbrojovka
Svatopluka Čecha 1283,
688 27 Uherský Brod,
CZECH REPUBLIC
info@czub.cz
www.czub.cz
Tel: +420 572 651 111
Fax: 572 633
CG Haenel
Schützenstrasse 26,
98527 Suhl, GERMANY
info@cg-haenel.de
www.cg-haenel.de
Tel: +49 3681 854 0
Fax: 854 209
Cheltek Defence
Mythe Farm Business Centre,
Tewkesbury, GL20 6EA, UK
sales@cheltek.co.uk
www.cheltek.co.uk
Tel: +441684295807
Chemring Defence UK
Wilne Mill, Draycott,
Derby, DE72 3QJ, UK
sales@chemringdefence.com
www.chemringdefence.com
Tel: +44 1332 871 100
Fax: 873 046
CHI Systems
2250 Hickory Road, Suite 150,
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462, USA
info@chisystems.com
www.chisystems.com
Tel: +1 215 542 1400
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SUPPLIERS

YD

YDS Boots
Havalimani Yolu 20.Km., 06750
Akyurt – Ankara, TURKEY
info@yakupoglu.com.tr
www.ydsboots.com/tr-TR
Tel: +90 312 398 1213
Fax: 398 08 78
YF Protector
New Youth Plaza A-1606,
8# of Jiashan Road,
Hangzhou, 310014, CHINA
info@yfprotector.com
www.yfprotector.com
Tel: +86 571 87 92 90 02
Yugoimport-SDPR J.P
Art Boulevard 2,
11150 Belgrade, SERBIA
office@yugoimport.com
www.yugoimport.com
Tel: +381 11 222 4444
Fax: 222 4599
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Zebra Armour
P.O. Box 675, Gillitts, 3603, SOUTH
AFRICA
info@zebraarmour.com
www.zebraarmour.com
Tel: +27 83 2586309
Roleani Singh, Sales Support

With headquarters and
manufacturing in Kunming,
Olightek is the first company in
China to design and manufacture
cutting-edge full digital AMOLED
microdisplays, including 0.5, 0.6
and 0.97 inch.

An infantryman fires the Polish Army Sako TRG sniper rifle with Battle Group Poland at
Bemowo Piskie Training Area in May 2018. (Photo: US Army)
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Zakłady Mechaniczne Tarnów
Kochanowskiego 30, 33-100
Tarnów, POLAND
zmt@zmt.tarnow.pl
www.zmt.tarnow.pl
Tel: +48 14 6306 200

Yunnan Olightek
Opto-Electronic Technology
No.31 East of Jiaochang RD.,
Kunming, 650223, CHINA
sales@olightek.com
www.olightek.com
Tel: +86 871 65105538
Fax: 871 65105207
Dora Ma, Mktg

Zero Manufacturing
500 West 200 North, North Salt
Lake, UT 84054, USA
sales@zerocases.com
www.zerocases.com
Tel: +1 801 298 5900
Fax: 292 9450
Zhejiang ULIRvision Technology
17F Block C, Sunwave Building,
581 Huoju Avenue, Binjiang
District, Hangzhou, 310012, CHINA
overseas@ulirvision.com
www.ulirvision.co.uk
Tel: +86 571 8720 9879
Fax: +86 571 8512 5358
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LMT DEFENSE
®

CONFINED SPACE
WEAPON
Confined space weapon, includes LMT PDW
weapon with suppressed barrel assembly.
Overall weapon length of 24"
24”

ULTRA
QUIET

COMPACT
LENGTH

USA
MADE

Lewis Machine & Tool Company
Milan, Illinois
Main: 309.787.7151 Sales: 309.732.9527
100% U.S. Made
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